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A Simple Machine Vision System for Improving the Edging and Trimming
Operations Performed in Hardwood Sawmills

Zhiquan Frank Qiu

(Abstract)

Hardwood timber is a substantial economic staple in the eastern U.S., where
primary hardwood processors produce more than 10 billion board feet of sawn
hardwoods annually.  There are over 3,500 sawmills producing hardwood lumber in the
Southeastern portion of the United States.  Present trends such as increasing labor costs
and limited supplies of high quality logs have forced hardwood lumber manufacturers to
increase their efforts to maximize the utilization of this raw material.  In order to make
money in such a competitive business, these sawmills must produce the highest possible
grade of lumber from each saw log they process.

Of all the primary and secondary processing procedures that are used to transform
round wood into a final product, the sawmill edging and trimming operations have the
most substantial effect on the grade and, hence, the value of the material produced.
Currently, the grading of rough hardwood lumber is done manually by human inspectors
according to standardized grading rules developed by the National Hardwood Lumber
Association (NHLA, 1994).  Standard hardwood edging and trimming operations are less
than optimum because of the complexity of the grading rules, the complexity of the
decision making processes involved, possible operator fatigue, and the imprecision with
which lumber can be sawn by the available equipment.

Studies have shown that there is a potential to increase hardwood lumber value by
over 20 percent if optimum edging and trimming could be performed in hardwood
sawmills.  Even a small portion of this percentage would substantially increase the profit
of hardwood lumber manufacturers.  And this can be achieved just by utilizing some
degree of automation.  That is, some type of system must be designed that can scan a
board to sense important hardwood features, make correct edging and trimming
decisions, and then control down stream edgers and trimmers with minimal operator
intervention.  The most difficult part in the development of this automatic edging and
trimming system is to get enough major defect information to make very good edging and
trimming decisions.

This thesis describes the research that was performed to build a prototype system
that can collect images of boards and extract major defect information for making good
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edging and trimming decisions.  The images that are collected include Black/White and
laser profile images.  Necessary defect information to be extracted for making edging and
trimming decisions includes the location and size of large grading defects and areas of the
board that are too thin.  This thesis talks about the hardware that was used for collecting
the needed board images.  This includes a discussion of both the Black/White and laser
profile imaging systems.  The data collection boards that were used for transferring
images from these imaging systems to computer memory are also described.

This thesis also describes the computer vision algorithms that were developed to
extract defect information needed for making improved edging and trimming decisions.
Some of the processing steps involved include background extraction, both global and
local segmentation, connected component labeling and small area elimination and
merging.  Processing results obtained of green red oak samples show that both hardware
and software of the prototype system seem to work well.  However, since the program
needed to actually create the edging and trimming solution based on defect information
found by the computer vision system was not available it was impossible to quantitatively
determine the value improvement to proposed system might offer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Hardwood timber is a substantial economic staple in the eastern U.S., where
primary hardwood processors produce more than 10 billion board feet of sawn
hardwoods annually ([ARA92a]).  There are over 3,500 sawmills producing hardwood
lumber in the Southeastern portion of the United States ([KLI90a]).  Most of these
hardwood lumber processing facilities are small, and are located in rural areas.
Consequently, the survival of this industry is important for the economy of many small
communities.  Present trends such as increasing labor costs and limited supplies of high
quality logs have forced hardwood lumber manufacturers to increase their efforts to
maximize the utilization of this raw material.  In order to make money in such a
competitive business, these sawmills must produce the highest possible grade of lumber
from each saw log they process.

Hardwood sawmillers are facing several significant difficulties.  First, the demand
for hardwood lumber in both the domestic and export markets varies widely from year to
year.  Between 1985 and 1990, the annual demand ranged from as high as 11.4 billion
board feet to as low as 8.8 billion board feet (National Forest Products Association,
1991).  Second, though most customers want high grade lumber, most of the lumber
produced is low grade.  Third, many producers have problems with inconsistent product
quality caused by less than optimal processing of the raw material.  Finally, log costs
have been increasing more rapidly than lumber prices.  These circumstances demand that
sawmill operators be more efficient and improve their use of the available raw material.

There are two steps involved in processing hardwood logs to produce final
products.  These are primary processing and secondary manufacturing.  The primary
processing of hardwood logs includes transporting round wood from the wood lot to
sawmills where each log is classified as either a veneer log or a saw log.  Saw logs and
veneer logs are then processed at different mills.  In veneer mills, the logs are sawn into
flitches and then sliced to produce veneer.  In sawmills, saw logs are broken down into
lumber, where each board is sawed to varying lengths of a standard industrial thickness.
Both lumber and veneer serve as intermediate stages in the creation of various final
products.  A secondary manufacturing facility obtains either the lumber and/or the
veneer, and then processes it to create final products such as furniture, cabinetry, flooring
or molding.

Of all the primary and secondary processing procedures that are used to transform
round wood into a final product, the sawmill edging and trimming operations have the
most substantial effect on the grade and, hence, the value of the material produced.
Currently, the grading of rough hardwood lumber is done manually by human inspectors
according to standardized grading rules developed by the National Hardwood Lumber
Association (NHLA, 1994).  Standard hardwood edging and trimming operations are less
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than optimum because of the complexity of the grading rules, the complexity of the
decision making processes involved, possible operator fatigue, and the imprecision with
which lumber can be sawn by the available equipment.

Previous studies of edging and trimming operations ([BOU89a] and [REG92a])
have indicated that the actual value of lumber obtained from logs by sawmillers ranged
from 62 to 78 percent of the theoretical optimum value.  Hence, there is the possibility of
increasing the lumber value obtained by sawmillers by over 20 percent, if optimum
edging and trimming could be performed.  Such a large potential increase would mean
millions of dollars in profit for hardwood sawmillers.

The optimization of edging and trimming operations would have to involve some
degree of automation.  That is, some type of system must be designed that could scan a
board to sense important hardwood features, make correct edging and trimming decisions
based on this information, and finally control downstream edgers and trimmers all with a
minimum of operator intervention.  The advantage to such an automatic system is that it
would minimize the potential for error.  Unlike a human operator, it would never be
affected by fatigue, but rather process each board both uniformly and consistently.  An
automatic system would provide a reliable expert from the minute it was turned on.

In most industrial applications, optimization involves some degree of automation.
Although computer automation in the processing of logs is not new in the softwood
lumber industry, automation is just being introduced in the hardwood sawmilling
industry.  One reason often cited for the lack of adoption of automation in hardwood
sawmills is that, unlike softwood, the volume of production in a typical mill is so small
that it is not worth the investment required to automate.  Recent studies ([ARA90a]),
however, show that over the last eight to nine years there has been a consistent upward
trend in the volume of hardwood lumber produced by the average sawmill.

The other reason often sited for the absence of automation in the hardwood
sawmilling industry is that automated systems for hardwood lumber processing must be
able to reliably detect and identify many hardwood lumber features such as wane,
splits/checks, holes, decay and board dimension.  Detection and identification of wood
features is a unique and complex problem.  Because of the complexity of this problem,
developing automatic methods for detecting and identificating these features could
require a significant investment in both time and money with no guarantee the resulting
methodologies would work.  However, because of the falling prices of both the "high
speed" computers and the supporting hardware needed for machine vision applications,
the use of new computer based, automated technologies are growing more financially
attractive.  These developments, together with the above stated profit problems, are
finally making hardwood sawmillers consider automation more seriously.
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Actual Group1
-----------
-

Group2
%--------
-

Group3 Group4

Mill A 78 80 82 88 94

Mill B 65 81 81 86 94

Mill C 62 81 83 91 97

Average 68 81 82 88 95

Group1: Wane only, value maximization Group3: Wane, sound and unsound knots, decay
Group 2: Wane, splits/shake, checks, holesGroup 4: Wane, size and location only of other defects

The data is expressed as a percentage of the optimum

Table 1.1  Value recovery from edging and trimming optimization at four different board
groups studied

Table 1.1 ([REG92a]) provides some very useful information about how a useful
automatic edging and trimming system could be designed. The first column of Table 1.1
([REG92a]) shows the actual value output obtained after edging and trimming was
performed at three sawmills.  The value output is given as a percentage of the theoretical
optimum value that could be obtained.  Notice that only about 60-70% of the theoretical
optimum value was achieved.  This means that on average every board sold by the
sawmiller was 20-30 percent below the price it could have theoretically been sold for,
had perfect edging and trimming been performed on the boards.

The best decision one can make for edging and trimming would be one based on
locating and identifying all possible wood grading defects.  If this could be done, one
would be able to theoretically get 100% of the optimum output value.  In other words,
one would have fully utilized the raw material.  This optimization, however, is very
difficult to obtain because of the complexity of the computer analysis involved
([KLI97a]).

Consequentially, Regalado ([REG92a]) considered methods other than locating
and identifying every grading defect to see if it would be possible to get output values
close to optimum or at least markedly improved over what is currently being obtained
manually.  The results of this study are also shown in columns two through four of
Table 1.1.  This study examined how close to the theoretical optimum value one could
get if one could only locate and identify a certain subsets of the grading defects.  For
example, if only information about board wane was available, i.e., the size and location
of the wane is known and perfect edging and trimming decisions are based only on this
information, the value of the boards obtained would be 80 percent of the theoretical
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optimum.  The data is shown in column two of the table under the heading “Group 1”.
Further if only the size, location of the major grading defects are known and wane is
identified, and if perfect edging and trimming decisions are made only on this
information, then the output value obtained would be over 90 percent of the optimum.
This result is shown in column four of Table 1.1.  This would represent an increase of
almost 10 percent over what is currently being obtained manually, an increase that would
significantly increase the profit of sawmillers.

What Table 1.1 indicates is that the detection capabilities of an automated system
need not be very complicated in order to obtain a substantial benefit to sawmillers.
Rather than having to correctly identify every possible grading defect, which is typically
difficult for a computer to reliably do, the defect detection system has only to be able to
locate and determine the extent of important wood features and to be able to identify
wane.  A system that could locate and determine the size of all the grading features but
which could only identify wane would be able to obtain more than 90% of the theoretical
optimum output value.

Compared to what sawmillers are currently able to achieve with manual
processing, this detection system would still yield a substantial value improvement, even
if it made some errors in either its size and/or position decisions.  Locating defects is a
much simpler task than identifying defects.  With surfaced lumber, it has been shown that
developing accurate segmentation algorithms is much simpler than developing accurate
identification algorithms ([CHO91a] [XIA96a]).  For rough lumber, the same conclusion
can be drawn:  locating defects on rough lumber is a much simpler task than identifying
them.  The only defect that needs to be identified is wane.

By definition, wane is the absence of board, an absence that is reflected directly in
the profile data.  It is, by definition, an area that is too thin.  By using a profile system, all
areas of a board that are “too thin” can easily be identified and labeled as such.  However,
there are other defects that cause depressions in a board’s surface.  These defects may
include both holes and large cracks.  For purposes of this development these defects will
also be labeled as “too thin” and all these too thin regions will be treated like wane in
finding the optimal edging and trimming solution.  Although this may seem like an error
in the labeling process, doing so will not affect the decisions regarding edging and
trimming.  The same edging and trimming decisions would be made regardless of
whether depressions in a board’s surface are labeled wane, holes or large cracks or are
simply “mislabeled” as “too thin.”  For these reasons, developing a system that can locate
and size all defects and identify places that are “too thin” is the thrust of the research
reported here.

Finally it is important to point out that the detection system need only be able to
locate and size large grading defects.  There is no reason to saw out a small grading
defect during edging and trimming since doing so will not affect the final grade of the
board.  Dealing with only large defects greatly simplifies the design of the system.
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1.2 Objective

The primary objective of the research reported in this thesis is to create a
prototype computer vision system that can be used for the edging and trimming of
hardwood rough lumber.  This system will demonstrate the feasibility of creating a rather
simple and, therefore affordable machine vision technology that can be used to increase
the value hardwood boards produced in sawmills.  In order to detect the necessary defect
information, i.e., finding the location and size of all major defects and identifying areas
that are “too thin,” two different sensing technologies will be employed.  In order to
locate, size, and identify areas that are too thin, thickness variances in a board’s surface
must be measured.  Also, since most major defects are darker than clear wood, the
intensity of a board’s surface must also be measured.  The difference in intensity will be
measured using a black and white (B/W) camera while board thickness will be measured
using profile data collected from a laser profiling system.

More specifically, the first objective of this research is to modify an existing
image data collection system ([CON92a] [CON97a]) designed for collecting data from
surfaced lumber so that it can be used to collect data needed for the edging and trimming
problem.  The existing system includes a color line scan camera system, a less than
optimal laser profiling system, and a material handling system.  To obtain the needed
B/W imagery for the edging and trimming problem, the red color channel of the color
camera is used.  Note that this is equivalent to using a B/W camera in conjunction with a
red filter.  To obtain the needed profile information, the laser profile system was modified
to improve its thickness sensitivity.   This modification not only made this system better
suited for the edging and trimming problem but also improved its capabilities for
analyzing surfaced hardwood lumber.  To improve the thickness resolution of the existing
system, a cylindrical lens was added to the laser profiling system.  A material handling
system is used to transport lumber through these two imaging systems at the industrial
speed of two linear feet per second.  This materials handling system is the same one that
is used on the original prototype.

The second objective of this research is to create a computer vision system, i.e., a
set of analysis algorithms, that can locate and size major, i.e., large grading defects and
can also identify which of these defects represent areas of the board that are too thin.
After the B/W and laser profile images are collected, they need to be processed to extract
major defect features from these images.  This process includes developing algorithms
that can extract information from both the B/W and laser profile images of rough lumber.
These algorithms include an image registration algorithm that spatially registers the B/W
and laser profile images; a local B/W image segmentation algorithm that can accurately
locate and size all major defects in the B/W image data; and an algorithm that can locate,
size, and identify areas that are too thin in the laser profile data.

The third objective of this research is to implement all these algorithms on the
existing surfaced lumber prototype system’s hardware.  This implementation
demonstrates that the methodologies developed will not only work in a research
environment, but also will perform satisfactorily in an industrial environment because the
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prototype simulates the industrial environment.  Green rough lumber obtained from a
sawmill is used to test the prototype system and its associated algorithms in order to
verify their capabilities.

1.3 General Assumptions and Limitations

In the following, both the assumptions and the limitations of this research will be
outlined.  The stated results and conclusions of this work should be interpreted within the
context of these assumptions and limitations.

First, this study considered only red oak boards.  While this might seem to be a
significant limitation, red oak is considered by most researchers to be the most difficult
type of hardwood to inspect ([BON98a]).  Hence, it can be argued that if one can
successfully inspect red oak, the same algorithms should, with little or no modification,
be applicable to other types of hardwoods as well.  Second, while the boards used in this
study were of random length, the widths were restricted to be less than or equal to 4
inches, and all were 1 inch thick.  The width and thickness were restricted because at the
time this study was conducted all the prototype’s imaging hardware had not been fully
implemented.  Third, all the boards used in this study were obtained from the same
sawmill, located in the vicinity of Blacksburg, Virginia.  Therefore, the study materials
may or may not be representative of lumber that is obtained from other hardwood
sawmills in the U.S.

The research is also limited by not having the software needed to make the edging
and trimming decisions based on the provided major defect information.  This markedly
limits one’s ability to quantify the actual value gains a sawmiller might expect from an
edging and trimming system based on the results of this research.  Hence, the results of
the experiments that were performed cannot be stated in terms of real value gains but
only in a relatively qualitative evaluation computer vision system’s ability to accurately
locate and size the major, i.e., large, grading defects as well as its ability to identify
which of those defects represent areas of the board that are too thin.

The primary assumption used in this research is that the area of clear wood on any
one board face (flitch face) is always going to be greater than 50 percent of the total
surface area of that face.  This assumption implies that major grading defects can only
occupy a relatively small portion of the total surface area of a board or flitch face.  While
this assumption is clearly true for boards used by secondary remanufacturers, it is unclear
as to whether this is true for flitches that are edged and trimmed at a sawmill.  Common
sense, however, would seemingly suggest that only a very small percentage of the flitches
generated would not satisfy this requirement.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis

This thesis consists of six chapters.  Chapter 2 describes the machine vision
approaches that have been used to locate and identify major defects in wood.  It also
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discusses the advantages offered by the new approach described in this thesis.  Chapter 3
discusses the optical and electronic components of used to collect the imagery employed
in this study with emphasis being given to the high speed laser profiling system.  Chapter
4 discusses the image processing algorithms that were developed for extracting the
information needed to perform the improved edging and trimming operation.  Chapter 5
describes the experiment that was performed in order to evaluate the performance of the
system that was developed during the course of this research.  Finally, Chapter 6
summaries the contributions of this study and describes the future research that will be
needed to address the major limitations of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter will begin by giving a rather detailed explanation of why it is
necessary to introduce edging and trimming automation into hardwood sawmills.  Next,
the components necessary for an automatic edging and trimming system will be
described.  Then, an analysis of the existing machine vision systems will be presented.
The purpose of this analysis is to show why these systems would be unable to satisfy the
requirements needed to automate the hardwood edging and trimming operation.  Finally,
the properties of rough lumber will be described.  The purpose of this description is to
define what capabilities need to be built into a computer vision system for edging and
trimming.

2.1 The General Hardwood Sawmill Processing System

Figure 2.1 shows the components and material flow for a typical hardwood
sawmill.  This figure shows that a typical sawmill includes a debarker, a headrig, an
edger, a resaw, and a trimmer ([KLI90a]).  The debarker removes bark and debris from
logs in order to prevent this material from dulling the headrig’s saw blade(s).  The
debarked logs are then sent to the headrig, where they are broken down into cants and
flitches.  A gang resaw is used to assist in cutting log cants into lumber.  The resaw
process increases headrig production by reducing the number of headrig passes on a
given log.  To improve lumber grade, boards are routed to an edger that removes wane
and other edge defects.  The grade of each board can be increased by removing defects
near the edge of the board.  The purpose of the edging operation is to remove these
defects while leaving intact as much of the board as possible.  Generally, the edger is
placed behind the head saw.

Boards coming out of the headrig, edger, and gang resaw are sent to the trim saw
for end defect removal.  The main objectives of the trimming operation are (1) to cut off
the ends of the board to make them square and parallel with each other, (2) to cut the
board into one or more pieces that are each of a standard commercial length, and/or (3) to
create more valuable boards by eliminating defects near the ends of the board.  Finally,
the edged and trimmed board is graded, sorted and stacked.
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Debarker

Headrig

Edger

Grade, Sort and Stack

Trim Saw

Resaw

Figure 2.1  Basic components and material flow of a hardwood sawmill

Surveys ([BUS89a], [BUS89b]) of customers who buy hardwood lumber from
sawmills indicate that a number of quality control problems exist in this current
processing system.  For example, the lumber produced is generally of poor, low grade
quality.  To address these problems, hardwood sawmillers need to provide higher quality
products.  The most important issue for these sawmillers is how to get the maximum
value from each log they process.

The value of the lumber produced in a given interval of time by a sawmill
depends on both the volume produced and the grade of the resulting lumber.  In
hardwood sawmilling, the grade of the boards produced is the most important variable
affecting value.  It is not easy to double the volume of boards produced because the speed
of the processing would also have to be doubled.  It is significantly easier to increase the
grade of the boards produced.  The purpose of the edging and trimming operations is to
remove defective material at the ends of a board or along its side.  If done properly the
grade of the board can be increased by at least one and perhaps more grades.  For many
hardwoods, the price of a board can be doubled if the board can be assigned to the next
higher grade by doing appropriate edging and trimming.  Thus, it is extremely important
for sawmillers to maximize the grade of the hardwood lumber they produce through
optimized edging and trimming.

The grade of the boards produced by a hardwood sawmill is affected by several
factors.  Among these factors, edging and trimming practices have one of the greatest
effects on resulting lumber values.  In manual edging and trimming operations, human
factors have a significant effect on the overall value of the boards produced.  These
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human factors include:  operator knowledge of the hardwood grading rules, operator skill,
the processing speed that the operator must maintain, and operator fatigue ([KLI92a]).
Besides human factors, machinery maintenance and raw material quality are also
pertinent.

Regalado ([REG92b]) performed a study evaluating the lumber value obtainable
from edging and trimming operations.  He used a sample of 120 red oak boards obtained
from three sawmills (40 from each).  By comparing the actual edged and trimmed boards
to the edging and trimming that should have been done to obtain optimum value, he
discovered that out of the 120 original unedged/untrimmed boards, only 26 were
correctly edged and trimmed for maximum value.  His further investigation indicated that
these three mills only recovered 78, 65 and 62 percent of the value yield that could have
been obtained had optimal edging and trimming been performed.  From his study, it is
clear that there is substantial room for improvement in the value of the lumber produced
by these sawmillers.  The best and easiest way to achieve this improvement is to use an
automatic system thereby eliminating the human factors that tend to restrict edging and
trimming optimization.

Because the output value is affected by so many different factors, it is difficult to
decide which should be improved first.  It is impossible to locate and identify for
removal, all of the grading defects that would be necessary for optimum edging and
trimming.  This is due to the fact that wood is the most heterogeneous of all raw materials
used in any manufacturing process ([KLI92a]).  The appearance of wood varies
significantly both within and between the various species.  Automatic identification of
randomly occurring features in such a heterogeneous material is an extremely difficult
and complex task.  Based on the results that have been obtained by Conners et al. after a
number of years of research in this area ([CON92a]), it would seem almost impossible to
accurately identify all the grading defects, regardless of the computational complexity of
the algorithms employed.

It is this fact that has motivated this effort to find an alternative way to achieve
near-optimum value results.  In order to find the best possible alternative, one must
determine how various types of information can affect the value of lumber produced by
the edging and trimming operation.  Regalado has addressed this problem ([REG92a]).
The information he obtained is summarized in Table 1.1.  In his study, Regalado
([REG92a]) concludes that it is possible to obtain higher lumber values than what
sawmills currently achieve by using an automatic system that utilizes only limited
sensory information.  From the results of his study, Regalado has drawn several
conclusions.  For example, he showed that if edging and trimming decisions were based
solely on the location, size and identification of wane, the value yield that could be
obtained is approximately 81 percent of the optimum value.  The addition of information
concerning the location, size, and identification of the grading defects splits, shake,
checks, and holes to the above described process that was based solely on wane location,
size, and identification does increase the value recovery that can be obtained, but not
significantly.  Because of the above mentioned difficulties in identifying grading defects
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other than wane together with the fact that doing so only marginally increases the
possible value recovery, it is not worth the effort to identify them.

Short of locating, sizing and identifying all the grading defects, the method that
seemingly yields the highest value output is one in which all grading defects are located
and sized with wane being identified.  Edging and trimming solution based on this
information can yield an average of 95 percent of the optimum value recovery.  Because
wane is usually large, is thinner than the rest of the board, and is usually located along the
edge of a board, it is not very difficult to detect and identify based on board profile
information.  Adding the capability to locate, and to size of other major grading defects,
provides enough information to yield the edging and trimming solution that produces a
high profit increase.  Due to these reasons, the above ideas were selected to form the
basis for this MS thesis project.

Hardwood lumber manufacturers are recognizing the need to improve the quality
of their edging and trimming operations in order to improve the value of the lumber they
produce.  However, very few sawmills have been able to accomplish this objective.  In
order to improve edging and trimming operations, factory automation needs to be
employed.  A large hardwood sawmill (40 million board feet per year) in Louisiana has
upgraded its equipment to include an edging optimizer that was originally designed for
softwood lumber ([GRI89a]).  The mill has achieved a 40 percent value increase with
only a 20 percent increase in capital investment.  The significant return on their
investment justifies the need to modernize hardwood sawmills.  However, the investment
return depends upon the size of the sawmill.

It is important to note that the system installed in the Louisiana plant is only able
to locate, size, and identify wane.  Also the software used by this system to compute the
edging and trimming solution does not understand the hardwood grading rules.
Consequently, according to Regalado’s research, the best performance this system can
obtain is only 80 percent of the optimum and given the fact the edging and trimming
software does not understand the hardwood grading rules the solutions it obtains should
give results substantially below this 80 percent figure.  Hence, even if the system can
perform perfectly, it will not be able to achieve the same increase as the method selected
for this project.

Also, because this system was developed to process softwood lumber, it is very
expensive.  The reason for this is softwood lumber is typically processed at very high
speeds, more than 10 times the speed that hardwoods are usually processed.  To achieve
this additional throughput adds significantly to the cost of this equipment.

Finally, the sawmill that bought this equipment is by hardwood standards a very
large mill.  Most sawmills only process a fraction of the 40 million board feet output of
this mill.  Given this fact the above described equipment is simply too expensive for these
smaller mills even accounting for the increased value of the boards that are produced.  In
order for all hardwood sawmillers to benefit from edging and trimming automation, a
system needs to be developed that not only addresses the particular needs of the
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hardwood sawmill industry, i.e., knows the hardwood grading rules, but also is a system
that most if not all sawmillers can afford.

2.2 Status of Automatic Inspection Systems for Edging and Trimming

An automated hardwood edging and trimming system involves three basic
components (Figure 2.2,  [KLI90a]):  a scanning system used to collect information about
the board, a decision-making system that synthesizes information about the major grading
defects together with knowledge of the hardwood grading rules to determine how to edge
and trim the board, and finally a mechanical transport and cutup system that can
implement the actual cutup decisions.  Although the software that determines where to
cut is still under development, the mechanical part of the transport and cutup system is
already commercially available.  The other two components will be described in more
detail below.

2.2.1 Board Scanning and Data Collection Component

Most scanning systems contain some type of optical sensing mechanism.  The
simplest optical sensing mechanism involves the interruption of the light path between a
light source and a detector.  Such devices can be used to detect the presence of a board at
the location where the sensor is mounted.  More complex optical mechanisms involve the
detection of reflected light produced by an illuminating source such as an incandescent
lamp, a laser light source, etc.  Even an X-ray could be used to illuminate objects of
interest.  In any case, optical board scanning systems employ some type of light source
and some type of photosensitive element that can convert the light energy into a digital
array representing the board.  Obviously, whatever sensor is being used in the scanning
system, it must be sensitive to the wavelengths of light being produced by the source.
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Figure 2.2  Components of automatic edging and trimming system

In order for a sensor to be able to take measurements from the entire board, some
type of materials handling system is needed to convey the board through the sensor’s
field of view.  For system simplicity, this system should be able to move the lumber at a
constant speed through the sensing component so that high quality board images can be
collected.  When a board moves through a sensor’s field of view board image data is
generated.  This data then must be transmitted through data collection boards ([DRA94a]
[DRA95a]) to the memory of a computer that will process this data.  Some pre-
processing functions maybe built in these circuit boards to speed up the processing of the
data.  Special purpose hardware can typically perform a processing function much faster
than a general purpose computer.  Possible pre-processing functions include shading
correction, histogram generation, etc.

2.2.2 Decision-Making Component

The decision-making component is the part of the automated edging and trimming
system that accepts board image data as its input.  It processes this data to extract the
necessary information.  For the edging and trimming operation, all the major grading
defects need to be located and their size determined.  In addition, areas that are too thin
must be identified.  Based on this defect information, along with knowledge of the
hardwood lumber grading rules, edging and trimming solutions can automatically be
generated.  In fact, software needed to determine the edging and trimming solution is
already been under development ([KLI92b], [REG92b]).  This software requires the
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location and size of all major defects as input in order to generate the edging and
trimming solution.

What has yet to be developed is the software that identifies the places that are too
thin and locates the major defects that will affect the grade.  This set of algorithms is
called the computer vision system, the system that collects and processes the board image
data.  The algorithms comprising the vision system needs to be able to analyze the image
data to locate, and size all the major, i.e., large, grading defects and be able to identify
which of those defects represent areas of the board that are too thin.

There are a number of reasons why it is difficult to design such a vision system.
First, for this system to be truly effective, it must be able to handle a variety of hardwood
species.  Hardwood species, however, vary significantly in their appearance and major
defects will appear differently among the various species that are typically processed by
sawmills.  Furthermore, if an automatic system is to be industrially useful, it must be able
to process lumber at least as rapidly as a skilled human grader.  This means that the
vision system must be able to collect and analyze image data at a minimum rate of at
least two linear feet per second, i.e., it must be able to finish the processing of a 16 foot
board in 8 seconds.

Wood is the most hetergeneous of all materials in any manufacturing process.
Metal, drug or electronic products are made of homogeneous material and the defects
encountered in these industries are usually small and appear quite differently from the
normal product.  Wood defects, however, only differ very slightly in appearance from
clear wood.  Consequently, the visions systems developed for other industries will not
perform well on wood.  Hence, special purpose methods must be used instead.

The effectiveness of the decision-making component depends on both its speed
and its reliability.  An "optimal" edging and trimming solution would seldom be achieved
if the algorithms used to locate and identify important surface features on lumber are
inaccurate.  Furthermore, if the algorithms are reliable and accurate but require an
enormous amount of computing time to reach a solution, then the overall cost and
performance of the system will prevent it from being a commercially viable piece of
equipment.  Consequently, the decision-making component must be able to recognize and
locate important hardwood lumber features and use these features to establish an
acceptable edging and trimming solution, in an acceptable amount of time.  Since work
on developing ([KLI95a], [REG92b]) a computer software program that can generate the
edging and trimming solution when the proper data about the major defects are provided
is already underway, the only detail left to be investigated is the method through which
the major grading defects can be located and sized with areas that are too thin being
identified from board image data.

2.3 Existing Machine Vision Systems

There are several machine vision systems that have been developed.  Because
color vision technology is widely used, it will be discussed first.  Since the softwood
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industry has used automated equipment for some time, this discussion will first look at
systems aimed at the softwood industry.  The purpose of the examination is to see if it is
possible to directly utilize these systems for hardwood edging and trimming.  

Olli Silven and Hannu Kauppinen ([SIL94a], [KAU95a]), from University of
Oulu in Finland, have developed a color vision system that is used to grade softwood
lumber.  While this might seem to be a very related problem to the one considered here,
the softwood grading problem they consider is actually much simpler.  The reason for
this is that in Finland there are only a very limited number of softwood species.  In each
of these species the color of the clear wood is almost white with the grading defects all
being much darker.  This is not the case with the hardwoods found in the U.S.

In this system, a color image is collected.  This image has a 0.5 mm spatial
resolution.  The initial processing step is the recognition of clear wood regions.  The clear
wood regions are detected first because computational requirements at later stages can be
greatly reduced after the clear wood regions have been eliminated.

Silven and Kauppinen detect the clear wood by first calibrating the color images.
This calibration is also called shading correction ([SAW77a]).  Shading correction is
necessary because the images collected by any camera are never perfect.  These effects
(and noise) can cause significant systematic errors.  These effects include the different
sensitivity properties of each sensing element in the camera and the lack of completely
uniform illumination.  Basically, each pixel sensing cell generates an output
voltage/charge that is a function of the light energy it absorbs.  This function is basically
linear.  Due to the manufacturing process, the constants in this linear equation vary from
pixel to pixel.  In addition, the lack of completely uniform illumination generates
additional linear errors.  These systematic errors can be corrected by a linear
transformation applied to each pixel value.  This linear transformation requires 2
constants per pixel and an add/multiply operation.  The result is an image virtually free of
these nonuniformities.  This shading correction algorithm was developed by Sawchuk
[SAW77a].

In the Silven and Kauppinen system after shading correction is performed,
operators divide the images into small squares each about 2.5-by-2.5 cm2 or 50-by-50
pixels.  For each of these regions, the intensity distribution of the RGB color channels is
calculated and used to identify clear wood.  After these features are used for clear wood
elimination, they are also used for discriminating defects.  Then, as shown in Figure 2.3,
the defects are identified starting with the computationally easiest class first, moving on
to the next simplest and so on.  The authors claim that the accuracy of this system is
about 80%.

Although using color images increases the data volume significantly over what
would be required if black and white images were used (color images are three times as
large as the black and white images of the same spatial resolution when no data
compression methods are used), they believe that algorithms needed to analyze color
images are simpler than those that would be required to analyze black and white data.
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This, in part, compensates for the increased cost associated with the collection and
processing of color image data.  The software overview of defect recognition is shown in
Figure 2.4.

Even though this system was designed for the grading of softwood lumber, it has
some problems that prevent it from being directly applied to the hardwood rough lumber
edging and trimming operation.  First, the softwood they were trying to analyze was all
surfaced.  Surfaced lumber is always much, much cleaner than rough lumber.  For rough
lumber, the intensity distribution algorithm will not be able to differentiate defects from
clear wood due to the differences described at the end of this chapter.  In addition, the
reason that this system cannot be used directly for hardwood lumber edging and trimming
automation is that the authors assume only 5-10% of the surface area of boards is
defective.  For rough hardwood lumber this percentage may be much higher.
Consequently, a totally new approach needs to be created for the hardwood industry.

Brzakovid et al.([BRZ93a]) at the University of Tennessee has designed,
implemented, and tested an expert system for web inspection.  This web inspection
system uses adaptive digital image processing and pattern recognition techniques to
classify defects in web materials.  Their system consists of four subsystems:  a detection
subsystem, a characterization subsystem, a measurement analysis subsystem, and a
classification subsystem.  Each subsystem consists of a number of modules performing
specific functions.

The detection subsystem provides input data for the other three subsystems.  The
characterization subsystem extracts pertinent information from the regions located by the
detection subsystem, and generates measurement vectors.  The measurement analysis
subsystem evaluates both the characterization and the classification subsystem’s results.
The classification subsystem draws from a full range of pattern recognition approaches.
Available classification procedures range from simple, single classifiers to complex
hybrid hierarchical schemes.  Decisions on defects are made here.  These four subsystems
are connected by feed-forward and feedback loops, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5  Subsystems used in Brzakovid et al. web inspection system

This system has some problems, such as the fact that its subsystems do not work
well with each other.  This is because either the chosen sensor was not appropriate for the
task at hand, or because it was not placed in the appropriate position in the production
process.  One design feature of this system that prevents it from being used in a
hardwood lumber edging and trimming automation system is that it was designed to
handle only uniform webs.  A uniform web is one made from any material with very little
variation in intensity or color, along or across its surface.  Hardwood lumber is not
uniform.  Because of this difference, this system is of little use in creating an edging and
trimming system.

Klinkhachorn describes an Automated Lumber Processing System (ALPS)
prototype ([KLI95a]).  His ALPS system includes six subsystems:  a material handling
subsystem, a computer vision subsystem, a grading subsystem, a yield optimization
subsystem, a path optimization subsystem and a high power laser cutting system.  The
material handling system conveys the lumber through a color imaging system.  The
computer vision system is used to locate and identify defects on boards using color image
data.  The grading subsystem assigns a National Hardwood Lumber Association (NLHA)
grade to the board being processed.  The yield optimization subsystem computes a board
cutup strategy based on a cutting bill provided by the manufacturer.  A cutting bill is a list
of the sizes of parts that need to be cut for a day.  The path optimization subsystem
computes an efficient path for the laser to follow in effectively punching out the cuttings
selected by the yield optimization subsystem.  The high-powered laser cutting system
cuts the parts based on the paths selected by the path optimization program.
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Test runs were conducted to verify the performance of the system, in particular,
the capabilities of the computer vision system.  Klinkhachorn states that these tests
conclusively demonstrate that the vision system can accurately locate and identify wood
defects.  He includes statistical data to support his claim.  He indicates that the system
can label most defects correctly and can properly size defects.  However, the system did
miss some splits and small checks.  It also recognized some stains as grading defects or
removable defects.  The preliminary results show that the system did mislabel some clear
areas as being defects.

As with the other systems described, this system was designed to be used on
surfaced lumber, specifically surfaced hardwood lumber.  The most significant difference
between surfaced lumber and rough lumber will be described below.  These differences
make it impossible to directly utilize the system designed by Klinkhachorn.  For example,
even on surfaced lumber his system will frequently label clear wood areas as being a
defect.  Consider what would occurs if the boards being analyzed had dirt on them.  On
dry lumber such as was used in the experiments done to verify this system’s performance,
defects are known to have a greater color difference from clear wood than is the case for
green lumber.  Hence, his system’s ability of accurately locate defects is in doubt.  Also,
his system tries to identify each defect is located during segmentation.  This adds to the
computational complexity of the software and, of course, increases the cost of the system.
This may prevent some sawmillers from using it.

Over the past ten years, research aimed at developing a general purpose machine
vision technology for the forest products industry has been conducted at Virginia Tech.
This research was initiated in 1983 by Conners et al. ([CON83a]).  The initial work
concentrated on B/W image data.   The purpose of the research was to automate the
crosscut operation in secondary manufacturing plants.  In order to accomplish this task,
the location, the size and the identity of defects has to be automatically extracted.  A B/W
camera alone was seemingly unable to provide enough information for the above tasks to
be accurately performed.  The research then turned to the use of color imagery
([CON90a], [CON92a]).  Finally, in order to get more accurate results, a multi-sensor
technology was adopted ([CON97a]).  Currently, the following sensing technologies are
used:  color cameras, a laser profiling system and a transmission X-ray imaging system.
The color imagery is averaged to create a B/W image.  This B/W image is used to
segment the surface defects from the clear wood.  The color information is used to help
identify defects.  The laser profile image is used to provide the thickness variation
information for defect location and identification.  The X-ray image is used to locate and
identify major internal defects through density variation.  In addition, all three images are
used together for defect identification and verification.  Substantial progress has been
made in developing both the hardware and software for this system.  This automatic
inspection system based on multi-sensor technology has been found to work equally well
for a number of wood species including red oak, white oak, cherry, maple and walnut.

In this system, after all three images have been loaded into computer memory,
they are registered together.  The purpose of the registration is to make sure that the same
(i, j) location in each of the three images corresponds to the same location on a board’s
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surface.  Then, the laser profile image is used to determine board profile information, and
to find defect areas that are too thin.  Next the x-ray image is used together with the color
image to locate and identify defects that cause density variations in the board, e.g., knots,
holes, interior voids.  Finally the color image is analyzed to locate and identify the
remaining defects.

Although this system has been found to work well for a number of wood species,
there are some reasons that prevent it from being used for rough lumber edging and
trimming.  The first reason is that this system was designed for surfaced lumber or
surfaced lineal cutup.  Due to the differences between surfaced lumber and rough lumber
that are described later in this chapter, the algorithms, especially the segmentation
algorithm cannot be used directly for rough lumber edging and trimming.  The second
reason is that this system is for lumber or lineal cutup.  Much more information is needed
in order to accurately perform cutup.  For edging and trimming marked improvements
can be achieved by only locating and sizing the large grading defects and identifying
which of these defects represent areas that are too thin.  More image information not only
complicates the algorithms used to process the image data, but also adds more imaging
devices to the system.  Using all these devices increases the cost of the system and,
hence, fewer sawmillers would be able to afford it.  A new, reliable and inexpensive
system must be designed to perform rough lumber edging and trimming.

As has been stated earlier, it is not an easy task to begin building a new system
from scratch.  Hundreds of thousands of dollars have been spent on the development of
the surfaced lumber processing system at Virginia Tech.  In order to reduce the cost of
this study, the new rough lumber edging and trimming system was built based on
Virginia Tech’s existing system.  This included utilizing the existing imaging systems
and materials handling system.  A detailed description of the system will be provided in
the next chapter.

2.4 Difficulty of Rough Lumber Automation and Sensor Suit Selection

Many of the systems described above have been rejected due to the differences
that exist between hardwood and softwood, and rough and surfaced lumber.  The
computer analysis of images of rough hardwood lumber is arguably more complex than
the analysis of images of surfaced lumber.  The vision system for rough lumber edging
and trimming will have to deal with green, rough, dirty material, and, hence, is more
difficult to design than a vision system for inspecting dry, surfaced lumber.  One reason
for this is that green lumber has a good deal of surface moisture.  The gray scale
difference between major defects and clear wood is not significant in green lumber due to
this moisture.  As lumber dries the variation in intensity between defects and clear wood
markedly increases.  This implies that finding major defects in wood with a high surface
moisture content is a more complex process than finding defects in lumber with a lower
surface moisture content.

There are other problems that make it very difficult to design an automatic system
to deal with rough lumber.  One problem is boards in a sawmill typically get dirty during
the various material handling operations conducted prior to edging and trimming.
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Obviously, dirt could be mistaken for a major defect that might affect the edging and
trimming decisions.  Human operators have certain advantages over machines when
analyzing potential defects.  They can view the board from different angles, while
machine vision systems typically can only view the board from only one fixed angle.
With the help a tool such as a knives, human can determine whether a particular spot on a
board is just dirt that can be scraped off or a true grading defect is present on the board.
A computer vision system does not have this ability.

Finally, the rough surface itself can cause problems.  The lighting needed to
illuminate the board can cast shadows, and these shadows could be misinterpreted by a
computer vision system.  It is also known that the extent of surface roughness can affect
the color of the material ([NAK60a]).

Because the system under development is going to have to deal with green, rough,
dirty lumber, it has to able to cope with all these problems.  Therefore, the system design
could be very complex.  A method for reducing this design complexity is to use a
multiple sensing technology.  Using this approach, the hardware complexity of the
system is increased, i.e., more sensors are used, in an effort to reduce the development
time and software complexity of the computer vision software.  Given this approach, the
question is which sensing technologies should be used.

Based on Regalado’ research ([REG92b]), the computer vision system needed
must be able to locate and size the large grading defects and be able to identify which of
those defects represent areas of the board that are too thin.  Based on what was described
before, areas that are too thin is the most important when it comes to edging and
trimming.  A laser profile imaging system is natural choice for locating and identifying
such areas on a board.  The system needed is one that can generate several profiles per
linear foot.  As such while laser profiling systems have been used in the wood industry
for some time, the laser profiling system used here will be one that that gives much
higher resolution imagery.

The other important grading defects are such that they all vary in intensity from
clear wood.  In order to locate and size these defects, the most appropriate sensor would
seemingly be a B/W camera.  This selection in reinforced by experiments performed on
surfaced lumber scanning by Cho ([CHO92a]).  Cho used B/W imagery to segment
images of surfaced hardwood lumber from a variety of different species.   These
experiments clearly show that B/W imagery contains enough information for locating
most if not all the important grading defects.  Admittedly, his work was performed on
dry, surfaced hardwood samples.  However, it does indicate that while the analysis of
green rough lumber is more complex, a B/W camera would seemingly be a good sensor
to try.  Consequently, it was decided thatthe new multiple sensing system would consist
of a laser profiling system and B/W imaging system.
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2.5 Summary

This chapter has given a detailed explanation of why it is necessary to introduce
edging and trimming automation into hardwood sawmills.  The necessary components for
an automatic edging and trimming system are described.  This system should be the one
that can locate and size the major grading defects and can identify which of those defects
represent areas of the board that are too thin.  The analysis of the existing machine vision
systems that is presented in this chapter showed why these systems can not satisfy the
requirements needed to automate the hardwood edging and trimming operation.  With the
help of the description of the properties of rough lumber given in this chapter, some of
the capabilities that need to be built into a computer vision system for edging and
trimming are given based on these properties.
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Chapter 3

Hardwood Defect Detection Hardware System Overview

In this chapter, the system hardware will be described in some detail.  At the time
this research was conducted, a large funded project for surfaced lumber inspection was
being conducted at Virginia Tech, and as part of this effort a prototype machine vision
system was being designed and built.  As part of this research effort, this prototype was
modified so that it could collect the data needed for this research.  Since this prototype
hardware was designed for a different application, some of the imaging geometries and
image resolutions are not optimal for the rough lumber edging and trimming application.
However, since the system collects data at a much higher resolution than that would be
required for the hardwood edging and trimming, this lack of optimality does not affect
the conclusions that can be drawn from this study.

The full prototype includes two color cameras for collecting color imagery from
each board face, two laser profiling systems for collecting profile information from each
board face and a transmission X-ray system for collecting an X-ray image of the board.
At the time this research was conducted the system was not fully developed.  In
particular, only one color camera was operational, the X-ray system was not yet even
mounted to the materials handling system and only one channel of laser profile data could
be collected.  As will be discussed later, this markedly limited the widths of material that
could be scanned.

The prototype system components used in this study included a B/W (black and
white) image data collection subsystem, i.e., the red channel of the color camera that was
operational; one channel of laser profile image data, collected using one channel that was
operational; the material handling subsystem; the image processing computer; and the
system control computer.

The components used to scan rough hardwood lumber are shown in Figure 3.1.
The input to this system is a board, and the output is the image data that is used to extract
the information necessary for making edging and trimming decisions.  To make sure a
board will traverse the system smoothly without any lateral movement, zigzag, fixed and
spring rollers are used to grip the board.  The spring rollers are sequentially activated by
the control computer based on data collected from object detection sensors positioned at
each roller location.  These same object detection sensors are used to control the
collection of the camera and laser profile image data.  As image data is collected, it is
immediately stored in computer memory using a multiple channel, bus master interface
board ([DRA94a]).  Different data channels are stored in different memory locations so
that the image data appears in a matrix format for processing.

The B/W imaging system, the laser profiling system, the materials handling
system, the image processing computer, the system control computer are described
below.
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Figure 3.1  Rough lumber imaging system

3.1 B/W Imaging System

All imaging systems have two basic components:  light sources and some type of
data collection hardware, typically cameras.  The first and most important component for
any imaging system is the light source that is used to illuminate the object.  For this work,
fiber optic light sources were used.  Each of these sources is composed of an illumination
source and a fiber optics cable for transporting the light from the illumination source to
the board surface.  The illuminator used in each light source is tungsten-halogen
incandescent bulb.  Tungsten-halogen bulbs are used because they lose only about 2% of
their intensity over the lifetime of a bulb.  Most incandescent bulbs lose about 40% of
their intensity over their lifetime.  The fact that tungsten halogen bulbs have such stable
illumination characteristics is important because rough lumber is usually dark in color
and therefore needs rather intense illumination.  The camera needs stable lighting to
collect quality image data.  If other incandescent bulbs were used, the illumination would
slowly decrease until there eventually might not be enough light to obtain quality images.

The configuration of the light source, the cabling, and the camera is show in
Figure 3.1.  The figure shows that the light from a tungsten-halogen bulb is transferred to
the board surface through a fiber-optic cable.  The cable is composed of a number of very
thin fiber-optic light lines.  At the opposite end of this cable, the fiber-optic lines are
stacked one on top of the other.  The light that is carried to the board surfaces through the
fiber-optic cable creates a line of light across the board.  This line provides just enough
light for the camera used in this system with a minimal waste of light energy.  The other
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advantage to using these fiber-optic lines is that the bulbs can quickly be replaced when
one of them burns out without physically disturbing the existing imaging configuration.
Mounting the bulbs in a convenient location away from the board surfaces can also keep
them away from the dust created as the boards move through the system so that the bulbs
will not become coated with dust ([CON97a]).  

For this application, the sensor that should be used is a B/W camera.  However, a
color camera was used instead.  The reason for using a color camera is that the color
camera was already mounted on the prototype and the needed data collection hardware
was already operational.  Since this study was an exploratory research effort, it was
decided not to buy a B/W camera since B/W image data can easily be obtained from a
color camera.  A Pulnix color line scan camera was the camera available on the
prototype.  The reason a line scan camera was selected over an array camera is that a line
scan camera can collect images continuously as the lumber is conveyed through its field
of view.  This allows down board resolution to be easily adjusted.  It also makes it
possible to scan boards of any length.  Secondly, the cross board resolution can be
increased or decreased by simply moving the camera up or down.  The spatial resolution
is given by the following equation:

spatial resolution = (number of pixels) / (field of view).
The field of view will be decreased when the camera is moved down, and it will be
increased when it is moved up.

The camera installed in the system has a total of 864 color pixels.  Because the
automatic cutup of hardwood lumber requires that relatively small splits/checks be
detected, this imaging system was configured to provide a 64 pixel per inch cross board
resolution.  Hence, for the color camera used, the field of view of the imaging system is
13-1/2-inches which was wide enough for the surfaced lumber cutup application.

An imaging system designed for commercial edging and trimming would require
a wider field of view.  A wider field of view can be had by either adding more cameras,
using a camera that has more sensing elements, or by using the same camera and
reducing the spatial resolution of the collected imagery.  Since this application only
requires that large defects be located and sized, the best way of increasing the field of
view is by sacrificing spatial resolution.  A 64 pixel per inch spatial resolution is perhaps
four or more times that which would be required for a system specifically designed for
hardwood edging and trimming.

The camera used in this system can generate image data at the rate of 768 frames
per second.  Hence, the down board resolution of this subsystem is 32 pixels/inch when
the board runs through the system at the standard industrial speed of 2 linear feet/second,
i.e.,

768 pixels/(12 inch/foot × 2 feet) = 32 pixels/ inch.
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Figure 3.2  A B/W image of a board that was collected by the prototype system
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On this prototype a dedicated, high-speed computer interface was developed to
collect the color imagery from the color camera and to store it directly into computer
memory ([DRA94a]).  This interface takes advantage of a DMA (Direct Memory Access)
transfer by serving as a bus master.   Therefore, the DMA transfer device allows data to
be collected from one board as the computer processes imagery from the previous board.

An example of a collected B/W image, i.e., the red color channel of the Pulnix
color camera, is shown in Figure 3.2.  It was collected using the hardware described in
this section.  This imagery shows all the defects on the surface of the board.  These
defects all appear darker than the clear wood areas of the board.

3.2 Laser Profiling System

This section will give a detailed description of the laser profiling system and an
explanation of how profile images can be collected using this system.  Several important
aspects of laser profile image formation will also be discussed here.  The purpose of this
discussion is to show how the triangulation imaging geometry provides useful height
profile sensing.

3.2.1 Triangulation Imaging Geometry

The current laser profiling system was developed based on Hou's work
([HOU93a]).  Although it was originally designed as a data collection device for a
surfaced lumber automatic cutup system, it is a rather general purpose device that can be
used in a number of applications.

This laser profiling system uses a triangulation imaging geometry that is formed
by a plane of laser light and camera as shown in Figure 3.3.  To create the plane of laser
light, the laser beam shines on a fast spinning multi-faceted mirror.  This plane
illuminates the object to be scanned.  A bright laser line is formed on the board.  The
video camera is laterally offset at an angle of about 45 degrees so that it will view the
stripe-of-light image created when the plane of laser light hits the board surface.
Therefore, the shape of the stripe-of-light image is a direct measure of the thickness
profile of the object (see Figure 3.4).

The profile sensor can perform a wide range of height sensing when the image
sensor is placed in the correct position.  As

height resolution = (number of pixels) / (dynamic range),
a higher resolution can be reached with smaller dynamic range because the number of
pixels is fixed for a camera.  This is illustrated in Figure 3.5.  Figure 3.5(a) shows the
situation when larger dynamic range (the distance between points A and B) can be
achieved due to the large angel α.  This will provide low resolution.  Figure 3.5(b) shows
how higher resolution can be achieved with small dynamic range due to the small α.
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Figure 3.4  Stripe of light gauges object thickness
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While a high resolution is wanted for this application, a certain dynamic range is
also required in order to measure the needed thickness variation.  Because of this
tradeoff, the angle α is set at 45 degrees, an angle that allows enough dynamic range to
measure the height variance of boards.  One of the reasons that the angle α is set at 45
degrees instead of a lower angle is to prevent problems shown in Figure 3.6(b) to happen.
In Figure 3.6(b), although height that should be detected is that of good clear wood, it
will be mislabeled as defect due to a defect that is nearby.  This can be avoided when a
larger viewing angle is picked as shown in Figure 3.6(a).
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Figure 3.6   Dynamic range as a function of viewing angle

To obtain thickness profiles of the whole board, the board must be transported
through the laser profile imaging system as the system continuously captures profile
images.  A dedicated profile detection hardware system receives this continuous flow of
image data and converts each frame, i.e., picture that is captured, into a thickness profile
at the camera's frame rate ([HOU93a]).  This dedicated profile detection device was
designed by Hou ([Hou93a]).

This device receives image data collected from the camera and processes it.  The
array camera generates a row of information at a time.  If the camera were mounted in the
normal manner, the location of the laser line could not be determined until all the rows
are transmitted from the camera body to this detection hardware.  In this collection
configuration, the laser height information is contained in the columns of the images that
are collected.  But if the camera is turned on its side, the row information will become
column information.  Then the location of the laser line in each column, i.e., each camera
row, can be processed and located as soon as that column, i.e., row of camera, data is
received by the detection hardware.  Thus it is not necessary to wait for the whole frame
to be collected before any height information can be generated.
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Figure 3.7  Transforming strip of light images into height measurements

The process that is used to locate the position of a laser line in a row of camera
data is based on the Center-Pixel Detection algorithm that was implemented in Hou’s
data collection hardware.  This laser position finding algorithm first looks for a segment
of bright pixels in a video line using a binary thresholding technique.  The purpose of this
threshold is to identify the pixels of a video line illuminated by the laser beam.  This
threshold is set slightly above the dark level of the background.  This segment is a string
of contiguous pixels.  Due to the thickness of the laser line, the width of the string maybe
more than one pixel.  Once this string of pixels is found, the algorithm then searches for
the position of the center pixel in the segment.  The center pixel position is the one
selected to define the profile point for this row of camera data.  If no pixel has the value
larger than the threshold, then the board will generate a “0” to represent that the board is
either too thin or that no board is present.  This processing locates the laser line and
generates a row of numbers to represent various heights of the board across its surface.

An example of how a frame of camera data is translated to a row of height
information is shown in Figure 3.7.  Each column of image data in the figure represents a
row of data collected by the camera.  Hou’s data collection system processes this data one
row of camera data at a time in real-time.  The result is a string of height measurements,
where each value of the height data represents the location of the laser line in the
corresponding row of camera data.  Having this special purpose hardware system
markedly reduces the amount of data that has to be transferred to the image processing
computer and also markedly reduces the amount of time needed to do the processing.
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Each frame of data collected from 128×128 camera used in the system is reduced
to only 128 bytes of height data.  After this preprocessing, the data is transferred to the
computer memory through the Micro Channel bus interface ([DRA94a]).  Figure 3.8
illustrates the data flow used by this laser profile sensing system [HOU93a].

3.2.2 Plane of Laser Light Generation

The light source used in the laser profiling subsystem is a 30mW, 632.8nm
wavelength Helium Neon gas laser.  The method used to convert the laser beam coming
out of this laser into a plane of laser light is shown in Figure 3.3.  A 24-facet polygon
mirror that rotates at approximately 6,000 RPM is used.  This rotating mirror is used to
sweep the laser light across the board.  As the laser light beam hits the rotating polygon
mirror, it is reflected on to the lumber.  The fast rotating mirror creates the effect of a
plane of laser light by enabling the laser light to sweep across the width of the board
several times in one video frame period.  Finding the positions where this “plane” of laser
light that is reflected from the board strikes the rows of image data collected gives the
information about the board’s height.
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Figure 3.9  Generating a triangular plane of laser light using a cylindrical lens

An alternate way of creating a plane of light is to use a cylindrical lens to spread
the point of laser light out into a triangular plane of laser light.  The basic mechanism
used to achieve this is shown in Figure 3.9.  The single laser line is spread out in one
dimension to form a line by the cylindrical lens.  The advantage of this method is that the
cylindrical lens is much less expensive than a polygon mirror and motor combination.
However, there is a marked disadvantage to this lens method for creating a plane of laser
light.  This disadvantage is that the illumination of the line that is formed is not uniform.
The light energy is not evenly distributed throughout the line.  The energy tends to
decrease as one moves from the center to either end of the line.  When this energy is not
uniform, it is extremely difficult to find a good threshold for the Center-Pixel Detection
algorithm.  Setting multiple thresholds would greatly complicate the hardware of this
detection system.  It is for this reason that a cylindrical lens method was not used.

3.2.3 Laser Camera

There are several parameters pertaining to the profile sensor that can affect system
performance.  These include the profile sampling rate, the profile data rate, the dynamic
range of height measurement, the cross and down board measurement resolutions, and the
viewing width of the profile line.  For the profile sensor implemented in the prototype
system, the profile sampling rate is equal to the camera' s frame rate, and the number of
pixels in the profile line is equal to the number of video lines in a video frame.  As a
result, the profile data rate is equal to the product of the profile sampling rate and the
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number of pixels in each profile line.  The video camera used to image the laser line
determines all of these parameters [HOU93a].

The current laser profiling system uses an EG&G MC9128 array camera that has
a 128×128 pixel array.  This camera was chosen after careful consideration.  Most CCD
cameras have only one location where all data is transferred out of the camera body.
CCD charges can only be transported at a certain speed.  Consequently, the higher the
resolution that is used, the lower the frame rate of the camera.  For example, the frame
rate of a 128×128 camera is 4 times as fast as a 256×256 camera.  The laser profiling
system, when fully implemented, will have cameras both above and below the board in
order to collect data from the top and the bottom faces of the board.  The total number of
cameras that need to be used for an application is determined by

2 × (width of the widest board)/(field of view of each camera).

The camera used in this system can generate image data at a rate of 384 frames
per second.  When a board is run through the system at the standard industrial speed of 2
linear feet per second, the down board resolution of the laser profiling system is

384/(12 inch/foot × 2 feet) = 16 point/ inch.
This resolution is half that of the color camera.  Having similar cross-board and down-
board resolutions is important for spatially registering these images in order to extract
enough information to guide the edging and trimming process.

When a camera has a lens with a fixed focal length, its field of view is determined
by the distance between the camera (with lens) and the board.  How to select the focal
length of the lens used in the laser profiling system will be described in the next section.
The field of view is also affected by both the required thickness resolution and the
required spatial resolution of the profile data.  The further away the camera is from the
board, the wider the field of view, and hence the fewer number of cameras that are
needed for the system in order to image the widest board.  However, for a given lens, the
thickness resolution and spatial resolution decrease when the camera is moved farther
from the board.   Also, as a camera is moved away from the board, the intensity of the
reflected laser light reaching the camera is lowered.  Therefore, in designing the laser
profiling system there are a number of parameters that one must consider.

3.2.4 Laser Camera Lenses and Resolution Adjustment

During development of the surfaced lumber inspection system, it was decided that
each camera should have a 4 inch field of view.  There were two reasons for selecting this
field of view.  First, doing so would generate laser profile images with the same 32 pixel
per inch spatial resolution as the color camera.  If the system is properly configured, this
helps trivialize the effort needed to spatially register the images coming from the color
camera and the laser profiling system.  The second reason involved the size of the
cameras.  These EG&G cameras have a body size of 3 ¾× 3 ¾ inch.  Since achieving the
required field of view for the surfaced lumber cutup problem involved using multiple
cameras, the field of view of each camera had to be larger than the cameras’ body size.
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As mentioned in the previous discussion, a spatial resolution of 32 pixels per inch is
much higher than is required for automated edging and trimming.

Hou’s ([HOU93a]) laser detection device was designed so that it could meet the
requirements of the surfaced lumber cutup problem, i.e., a field of view of at least 13-1/2
inches.  Since each camera has a 4 inches field of view, this meant that his design had to
be able to collect 4 channels of data, one channel for each of the 4 array cameras needed
to meet this field of view specification.  Interestingly, this same 4 camera design would
probably be adequate for edging and trimming given that while edging and trimming
does require a wider field of view, it also requires less spatial resolution.

The camera position must be selected so that amount of reflected laser light is
adequate for the position of the laser line to be easily detected, and so that each camera
will have a 4 inch field of view.  Ideally the camera should be placed close to the board
so that more reflected laser light will reach the camera head.  But the camera also needs
to be placed far enough from the board in order to have the required field of view.  The
farther away the camera is placed from the board, the wider the field of view that can be
achieved.  Although smaller focal length lenses can provide larger field of views
compared with those with larger focal lengths, they typically add distortion to images,
i.e., the so-called fish eye distortion.  Such a distortion makes accurately gauging heights
difficult.   To eliminate this distortion, larger focal length lenses must be used.  Using a
larger focal length lens means the camera must be further from the board in order to have
the required field of view.  The longest distance a camera can be from the board is
restricted by the space between two pinch-rollers of the material handling system.

To determine what the focal length of the lens should be, one can use the equation
f = S × M /(M + 1),

where S is the working distance, the distance between the CCD array and the object, and
M is the image magnification.  This magnification can be represented as

M = W / P,
where W is the field of view (4 inches for this system) and P is the size of the CCD array.

As explained before, a cylindrical lens is used to increase the height resolution.
Unlike a normal lens, cylindrical lenses affect the light going through them only in one-
dimension instead of two.  One can use this special property to enhance the resolution in
the dimension of height while retaining the width of the field of view.  This is the most
significant benefit because after the camera position has been fixed, the field of view of
the camera and height resolution can be adjusted independent one another.
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Figure 3.10  Advantage of using a cylindrical lens in the design of the laser

profiling system

Figure 3.10 illustrates the advantage of using a cylindrical lens in the laser
profiling system.  Figure 3.10(a) shows an example of a camera's view with a regular
camera lens.  The height of the camera’s view covers the required profiling width.  The
height variation is far smaller than the required profiling resolution.  It can be seen in this
figure that the height variation covers only a few rows, i.e., columns for the camera,
leaving most of the pixels unused.  The fewer rows covered by this height variation
means that there are fewer range positions available for height measurement.  This results
in poorer measurement resolution.  Figure 3.10(b) illustrates another image of the same
scene, an image created using a cylindrical lens.  As shown in the figure, the thickness
variation is stretched out while the width of this stripe-of-light height profile remains the
same.  Good dynamic resolution can be accomplished with a properly chosen cylindrical
lens that stretches the desired dynamic range of height measurement.  The height
measurement resolution is given by the following equation:

height resolution = (pixels of each video line) /(maximum height).
For the edging and trimming application, the dynamic range is set to 1 inch.  The reason
for selecting one inch dynamic range is because thickness variations on the order of 1/64
of an inch need to be detected.  According to the sampling theorem, to achieve this
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accuracy the height data needs to be sampled at, at least, twice this rate, i.e., 128 samples
per inch ([JAC91a]).  With 1 inch dynamic range, 128 sample/inch can be achieved using
the EG&G camera.

 With the help of a cylindrical lens, the height resolution has been greatly
increased.  Theoretically, with one inch height dynamic range, it would seem that the
resolution of 128 samples per inch can be reached.  But real actual resolution is a little
lower than this.  The reason for this is that when the Center-Pixel Detection Algorithm is
used to determine the height, the expected resolution can be reached when the width of
the line formed by the laser is only one pixel.  But because of the combined effects of the
diameter of the laser beam and the magnification caused by the cylindrical lens, the
reflection on the camera sensor is more than one pixel wide.  Even when the Center Pixel
algorithm is applied to this wider line the actual resolution that can be achieved is a little
lower than the one that can be achieved theoretically.

One possible method for increasing  laser profile image resolution is the use of a
laser with a smaller diameter beam.  It should be clear that the smaller the diameter of the
laser line, the more accurately one can sense the position of the object that reflects it,
therefore, the higher the image resolution that can be achieved.  But if the laser line is too
thin, it can easily be lost if the reflection is not intense enough according to the surface
conditions of the board, or if the laser is not strong enough to have an adequate amount of
light be reflected into the camera.  The amount of light reflected off rough lumber is
usually low because of the roughness of the surface and the dark color of a green board’s
surface.  Because of this, a more relatively powerful laser is needed.  Unfortunately, the
higher the power of the laser, the wider the laser beam, and, hence the lower the
resolution of the height measurement.  The laser source that is being used in the prototype
is a 30 mW Helium-Neon laser.

An example of a laser profile image is shown in Figure 3.11.  It was collected
with the camera, the light source, and the hardware described in this section.  Wane on
both ends of the board is clearly shown in the figure.  This image was collected from the
same board whose B/W image is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.11  A laser profile image of a board
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3.3 Materials Handling System

The materials handling system was designed to handle full-sized hardwood
lumber that is either green or dry.  The speed at which the system can transport material
is programmable and ranges from 0 to 4 linear feet per second.  However, all the data
collection devices have been designed for a 2 linear feet/sec data collection speed
because that is the speed at which hardwood lumber is typically processed.  The design of
the materials handling system provides space for several imaging stations.

As Figure 3.1 shows, a board is transported through the system.  The fixed and
spring rollers are used to tightly grip the board so it will not zigzag through the system.
These rollers guarantee that high quality image can be collected, i.e., that the board will
be transported at a constant velocity, and that the board will not zigzag during its
transport.  This last point is very important since without having this type of transport
spatially registering images from the two sensing modalities would be difficult if not
impossible.  As a board enters the system, its presence is detected by the first of several
object detection systems.  This triggers the first spring roller to grip the board.  There is
one such sensor immediately before each of the spring roller locations.  As the board
traverses the system, these sensors sequentially trigger spring rollers to either grip the
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board or to open prior to the trailing edge of the board passes through the spring roller
location.  The signals from these object detection sensors are also used to trigger the
collection of the laser profile image and the B/W image.  These operations are all
controlled by the control computer.

As a further illustration to how this is accomplished, consider the problem of how
the image data collection is triggered.  Suppose that only two sensors are involved as is
shown in Figure 3.12.  The activation of these signals will be in the order of 1, 2, 3, and
4.  First, the control signal 1 that indicates the presence of the board will be sent to the
control computer from the sensor.  The control computer will activate the data collection
board to collect data from the laser camera via control line 2.  Another sensor will send
control signal 3 to the control computer indicating the board is about to enter the field of
the B/W camera.  In response to this signal the control computer can sends control signal
4 to start the data collection from the B/W camera.

3.4 Image Processing and System Control Computers

Considering the spatial resolution currently being used for B/W imagery, a 16 feet
long hardwood board will generate at least 1.5 MBytes of data from each board face.  At
industrial speeds, this data must be collected and processed in 8 to 12 seconds.  The laser
profiling system adds even more data to this total.  An IBM RS/6000 workstation was
originally used for performing the image processing operations.  Note this computer was
the one that was currently being used in the existing prototype.  The operating system for
this RS/6000 is AIX, IBM’s version of Unix.  This machine was selected because it had a
Micro Channel bus, because it supports a large main memory, and because it provided the
capability of displaying 24 bits of color information ([CON93a]).  The image data is
transferred from the camera interface, across the Micro Channel bus and into computer
memory ([DRA95a]).  The camera interface was designed as a Micro Channel bus
master, and the image data is transferred into the computer memory independently of
system processors(s) using DMA (Direct Memory Access).  The DMA bus master
approach is the best choice for data collection in image processing and other high data
throughput application.  It uses a small portion of the bus bandwidth, and it allows the
memory subsystem to be independent of the camera interface.   Although the RS/6000
does not process the image data at the required industrial speed, it is adequate to provide
a reasonable turnaround for research purposes.  By the time the imaging systems are fully
developed and integrated, the necessary high-speed computers for implementing these
algorithms in real-time should be available at a very reasonable cost.

A general purpose computer was used as the system control computer.  Because
very high speed processing is not required, a 100MHz Pentium computer was used for
this purpose.  The purpose of the control computer is to provide control signals to the
lumber handling system and to the image-processing computer, e.g., when to start and
stop collecting images.  The control sequence is shown in Figure 3.12 as explained
before.  This computer also continuously monitors system’s components, including all
the designed hardware data collection and preprocessing boards and the cameras in order
to assure the operators that they are working properly.
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It should be noted that at the time this research was being conducted, efforts were
underway to move from an RS 6000 based image processing system to a Pentium based
system.  This required the development of another multiple channel data collection board
similar to the one that was being used with the Micro Channel bus but one that works
with the current industrial standard PCI bus.  The design of this board was not complete
at the time this work was performed.

3.5 Summary

This chapter described the hardware system for hardwood defect detection.  The
system hardware includes five systems:  a B/W imaging subsystem, a laser profiling
subsystem, a material handling subsystem, an image processing computer, and a system
control computer.   Each of these subsystems was described in some detail.  The greatest
emphasis was given to the discussion of the laser profiling system, since that is the
hardware component the author modified to improve its resolution.  All the above
mention hardware subsystems have all been integrated together so that high quality image
can be collected by this system, image data that easily be spatially registered across all
the imaging modalities.
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Chapter 4

Image Processing Algorithms

4.1 Overview

The previous chapter described the hardware system used to collect the imagery
needed for this research on creating an automated edging and trimming system.  This
chapter will discuss the image processing package used to analyze this imagery.  This
package integrates the multiple sensor images generated by the prototype scanning
system discussed in the last chapter as inputs and uses them to detect the important defect
features in rough lumber.  These defect features include the location and size of the large
grading defects and areas of the boards that are too thin among these grading defects.
Using this information, an optimized edging and trimming solution can be generated that
maximizes board value based on this information available ([KLI92b]).

As have been discussed earlier, both laser profile and B/W images are used in this
analysis.  As the data collection board receives these images, it stores the images in
computer memory as a matrix to facilitate processing.  For purposes of this discussion,
some notational conventions need to be established.  First, the term length is used to
denote the total number of rows in an image, and the term width is used to denote the
total number of columns in an image.

The laser profile image will be denoted by the matrix “Laser” where Laser(i, j)
gives the height of the board at position row i and column j.  Because the sensor array of
the laser profile camera is 128 × 128, the possible height values of Laser(i, j) range from
0 to 127.  Based on the convention used in the design of Hou’s data collection device
([HOU93a]), smaller values of Laser(i, j) correspond to a smaller height while larger
values represent larger heights.

BW(i, j) will be used to represent the gray level, i.e., intensity value, at position
row i and column j in the B/W image.  The possible values BW(i, j) range from 0 to 255
since the output of the color camera provides 256 different gray levels for each color
channel.  Larger gray level values correspond to brighter points, and smaller values
correspond to darker points.

In order to simplify the processing, the cross board and down board resolutions of
the laser profile image and B/W image were collected in a manner so that they would be
the same.  By doing this, the two images will share the same Length and Width.

During the processing, a number of intermediate results are also stored as
matrices.  These matrices all have different names and different possible values.  For
example, the segmented laser image will be called Laser_SG where the value of each
Laser_SG(i, j) is from the set {potential defect, clear wood, background}.  All the image
matrices used during the processing will be described in this chapter.
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The laser profile image is processed first.  This is done for the following reasons.
The processing that has to be done on the laser profile image is much simpler than that
which has to be done on the B/W image.  Also, the results of the processing of the laser
image are used to reduce the amount of data that has to be processed in the B/W image.
Consequently, the computer vision algorithms that are used to process the laser profile
image are described first.  The processing steps to be performed include background
extraction, image segmentation, initial connected component labeling, and small area
elimination and merging.  After the laser image is processed, the processing for the B/W
image is begun.  The processing procedures include background extraction, registration
and masking, local segmentation, connect component labeling, and small area elimination
and merging.

4.2 Laser Image Processing

This section describes the algorithms used in the processing of the laser image.
The first processing step is background extraction, a process that determines which pixels
are from the board and which are from the background.  The background extraction
operation is followed by image segmentation operation, an operation that differentiates
potential defect areas, i.e. areas that are too thin, from areas that are thick enough.  This
step is followed by connected component labeling operation.  The purpose of connected
component labeling is to group points representing the same potential defect together by
assigning them all the same label.  This operation also assigns a unique label to each of
the potential defect groupings.  Finally, this process counts the number of potential defect
areas that were detected on the board face.  Small area elimination and merging is then
used to remove small noise areas.

4.2.1 Background Extraction

The purpose of background extraction is to determine the leading, lagging, right
and left boundaries of a board in the laser profile image, Laser(i, j).  This operation is
performed first because it markedly reduces the amount of data that must be processed by
other processing operations.  Since both image data collection systems are controlled by
the control computer, the laser profile image data collection is begun just before a board
reaches this system’s field of view.  Therefore, the first few rows of the profile image
data only contain points of background.  As such, an approximate average background
height value can be determined by finding the average value of two lines of profile data at
the top of the image.  This approximate average value, Laser_BG, is defined as follows:
Sum = 0
For i = 1 to 2

For j = 0 to Width
Sum =  Sum + Laser(i, j)
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Figure 4.1  Window method for background extraction

Laser_BG = Sum / (2 × Width)
This approximate average, Laser_BG, is used instead of the value of a single background
pixel in order to reduce the effect of noise.

The threshold, Laser_BG_thresh, is used to separate background pixels from
pixels of the board’s surface.  This threshold is defined in the following equation:

Laser_BG_thresh = Laser_BG + Laser_BG_offset.
where Laser_BG_offset is a constant.  The reason for adding this constant is also to
remove the effect of noise where this noise may move the threshold closer to the height
value of the actual board surface.  Based on experiments that were performed, the value
of Laser_BG_offset was selected to be 5 because this value provided the best results.

To determine the board outline, the left and right boundaries of the board must be
extracted by using the threshold, Laser_BG_thresh.  A new image matrix, Laser_BE, will
be used to describe the outline of the board where for each possible (i, j) , Laser_BE(i, j)
∈ { background, board}.  To find the left and right boundaries, at least three neighboring
points along a row must have a value larger than the threshold (as shown in Figure 4.1) to
ensure that they truly represent the board surface and are not noise.  The test conditions
used to locate the board surface is as follows:

m = 0
left = Width
While ( (m < Width) AND (left = Width) )

If (Laser(i, m) ≥ Laser_BG_thresh AND Laser(i, m+1) ≥
Laser_BG_thresh AND Laser(i, m+2) ≥ Laser_BG_thresh) then
Laser_BE(i, m) = board
left = m

Else     Laser_BE(i, m) = background
m = m + 1.

The same is true for the right boundary point.
n = Width
right = 0
While ( (n > 0) AND (right = 0) )

If (Laser(i, n) ≥ Laser_BG_thresh AND Laser(i, n-1) ≥ Laser_BG_thresh
AND Laser(i, n-2) ≥ Laser_BG_thresh) then
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Laser_BE(i, n) = board
right = n

Else     Laser_BE(i, m) = background
n = n - 1.

For j = left to right
Laser_BE(i, j) = board

The test procedure starts from both ends of each line and will determine both the left and
right boundary points of the board along this row.  If the tests from both ends meet in the
middle, then the line is considered to have no board pixels.

Figure 4.1 gives an example of the processing that is done to each line in the laser
profile image.  Starting from the left side of the laser profile image, the search starts with
the first point in this line, point 1.  In this example this point has a value smaller than
Laser_BG_thresh.  The second point in this line, point 2, has a value larger than
Laser_BG_thresh.  Because the next point in this line, point 3, has a value smaller than
Laser_BG_thresh, the second point, point 2, will not be labeled as being board point but
will be labeled as background.  Then, since the next three points in this line, points 4, 5,
and 6, all have values larger than Laser_BG_thresh, the fourth point in this line, point 4,
will be labeled as the left boundary point of the current line.  Then, starting from the right
side of the laser profile image, the last four points in this line, points 16, 17, 18, and 19,
are labeled as background because there are no three contiguous points that have values
larger than Laser_BG_thresh.  The fifth from the last point in this line, point 15, is
labeled as right boundary point of the current line since three continuous points, points
15, 14, and 13, all have values larger than Laser_BG_thresh.  As points 4 and 15 are the
left and right boundaries, all the points of this row in between will be labeled as board.

After the left and right boundaries are determined for all the rows in Laser(i, j) ,
the outline of the board is given by these left and right boundary points.  If no board
boundary points are found in any row, then an error message will be given to the operator
and the system must be stopped.  The laser profile imaging system starts image data
collection after it is triggered by the detection of a board by an object detection system.
If no boundary points are found in the image, it may be because the laser is off or because
the camera is not working properly.  In either event, the operator needs to find the cause
and fix it before the system runs properly.

The processing result of the example in Figure 3.11 is shown in Figure 4.2(b).
The detected outline matches the actual board outline very closely.
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Figure 4.2  A laser profile image and the part of the image that was labeled as

board
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4.2.2 Image Segmentation

A segmentation operation is applied to the laser profile image to differentiate
points that are thick enough from pixels that might represent a potential defect area, i.e.,
pixels that represent too thin areas.  This is a more difficult problem than background
extraction because the information necessary for the segmentation is not as
straightforward as that for background extraction.  However, the concept is similar.
Since the system is designed to handle boards with various thicknesses or heights, the
normal thickness or height for a board is not fixed.  Consequently, the threshold for
differentiating clear wood and potential defect, Laser_SG_thresh, needs to be determined
dynamically.

A histogram-based thresholding approach was selected for performing the
segmentation because it is the obvious choice and because it is the computationally
simplest technique that can be used ([BRI70][PAV77a][CHO91a]).  Only a single
threshold is needed since areas of a board that are thicker than the nominal board height
are not considered a grading defect.  Note, that if an area of a board is thicker than the
nominal board thickness, this additional thickness can simply be removed by a planer.
Hence one needs only to separate areas that are thick enough from those that too thin.  An
appropriate threshold can be found dynamically since laser profile images always contain
large areas where all the pixels have very similar height values.

The image segmentation algorithm involves three steps.   First, a histogram, Hist,
of the laser profile image data is computed.  Hist(i) is the number of points in Laser(i, j)
that have height value i where 0 ≤ i ≤ 127.   The histogram is generated by considering
only those pixels in Laser(i, j)  that are believed to be points of board, i.e., these points are
the ones for which Laser_BE(i, j) = board.  The procedure for computing Hist is as
follows:
For i = 0 to 127  (where 127 is the maximum height value)
    Hist(i) = 0.  (This step is to initialize this array.)
For i = 0 to Length
    For j = 0 to Width

If Laser_BE(i, j) = board then
Hist( Laser(i, j) ) = Hist(Laser(i, j))  + 1.

Figure 4.3 shows an example of a histogram that was computed in the above
manner from a laser profile image of a board.  The x-axis represents the possible height
values and the y-axis gives the number of points on the board surface that have a
particular height value.  As was discussed earlier, the profile data always assumes a value
between 0 and 127.  From the figure, it can be seen that the histogram is noisy.  In order
to compute a good threshold value from this histogram, some type of smoothing
algorithm needs to be employed before any further processing can be done.
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Figure 4.3  Example of a histogram computed from a laser profile image

Although there are many different methods that can be used to smooth noisy data
([DEN94a] [PET95a][AND92a]), the research performed by Cho ([CHO91a]) and Xiao
([XIA96a]) suggest that Gaussian smoothing is the most appropriate method for use on
histograms of this type of image data.   Because of this, the Gaussian smoothing method
([SHI87]) was selected for this smoothing task.  The Gaussian smoothing function is
based on the Gaussian density function and is given by
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where x is a variable representing height value of the board.  To use Gaussian smoothing,
the value of σ needs to be determined.  According to the many experiments that were
performed by Xiao & Cho ([CHO93a]), a σ value of 3 seems to be a good choice.  Also
based on their research, a window size of 5 would seemingly be a good choice for this
smoothing operation.  The suggested σ value and the window size worked well with the
new vision system and seemingly generated very good smoothing results.  Consequently,
G(x) will be evaluated for x = -2, -1, 0, 1, 2 to get G(-2), G(-1), G(0), G(1), G(2).  For all
the values in the histogram Hist(i), a new smoothed value, Hist_SM(i), will be calculated
by the following expression:

Hist_SM(i) = G(-2) × Hist(i – 2)+ G(-1) × Hist(i – 1)+ G(0) × Hist(i )+ G(1) ×
Hist(i + 1)+ G(2) × Hist(i + 2).

Detailed information about Gaussian smoothing can be found at ([SHI87]).  This
smoothing is necessary to avoid spurious peak and valley points in the histogram.

After this smoothing, the smoothed histogram, Hist_SM(i), is examined to find the
height value that maximizes Hist_SM.  Call this height value the peak value.  This peak
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value is assumed to represents the nominal height value of the board.  Let Hist_peak
denote this peak value.  Hist_peak is found using the following procedure:

Hist_peak = 0
For i = 1 to 127

If Hist_peak < Hist_SM(i) then
Hist_peak = Hist_SM(i)

To take care of board thickness variations, an offset is added to it to obtain the necessary
threshold value, Laser_SG_thresh.  This step will avoid labeling large blocks of clear
wood as potential defects when their thicknesses, i.e., height values, are very close to the
above computed nominal height value.  Therefore the threshold calculated using

Laser_SG_thresh = Hist_peak × (1 – Hist_offset).
Hist_offset is defined as 10% of the peak value.  This value for Hist_offset is based on the
research performed by Cho and Xiao ([CHO91a][XIA96a]).  Their research suggests that
this is the value that can include most clear wood values around normal thickness and
generate the best result.  This value also is based on the manufacturing methods used by
the hardwood processing industry.  Rough lumber processed at secondary
remanufacturing plants always goes through a number of planning operations.  The final
planning is always setup so that the original rough material will be reduced to about 75
percent of its original thickness.  Having the offset be 10 percent of the nominal board
height guarantees that the boards inspected will be able to be processed in the typical
manner without any depressions appearing in the final product produced by the secondary
remanufacturer.

The segmented laser profile image, Laser_SG, is generated using the following
procedure:
For i = 0 to Length

For j = 0 to Width
If Laser_BE(i,  j) = board then

If Laser(i,  j) ≥ Laser_SG_thresh then
Laser_SG(i,  j) = clear wood

Else  Laser_SG(i,  j) = potential defect
Else Laser_SG(i,  j) = background

The segmentation results obtained from the sample shown in Figure 3.2 are given in
Figure 4.4.  Figure 4.4(a) is the original laser profile image collected using the hardware
described in last chapter.  Figure 4.4(b) shows Laser_SG, the segmented image, obtained
by processing the image of Figure 4.4(a).  As can be seen, Laser_SG contains many small
areas that are labeled as being potential defect.  These areas appear as small white areas
on the black area that represents the thick enough area.  Each of these potential defect
areas is examined to find out how large each of the white areas is and how many of them
there are.  The procedure for doing this will be described in the next section.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4  (a) The original laser profile image of a board.  (b) The results

obtained from the thresholding based segmentation.  The black pixels indicate those

pixels that are believed to be thick enough.
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Figure 4.5  Method of four-connectedness

4.2.3 Connected Component Labeling

The purpose of the connected component labeling operation is to group points that
are too thin together to form complete potential defect areas.  The idea is to give the too
thin points that form one potential defect grouping the same identifier and to provide
different identifiers to the other groupings.  The input to this operation is Laser_SG and
the output is Laser_CCL.  Unlike Laser_SG where for all (i, j) , Laser_SG(i, j) ∈
{ background, clear wood, potential defect}, the value of Laser_CCL(i, j) can be any
element from the set {background, clear wood, 1, 2, 3, …, n} where 1 ~ n represents
different potential defect areas.  Each label will represent one grouping of potential defect
points.  After this operation, further processes can deal with whole potential defect areas
rather than having to deal with a defect on a point by point basis.

This algorithm is based on the concept of connectedness.  The connected
component labeling algorithm used in this work was first introduced by [SHI87].  The
procedure of connected component labeling is as follows:
For i = 0 to Length

For j = 0 to Width
If Laser_SG(i, j) = potential defect  then

“Label Laser_CCL(i, j)”
Else Laser_CCL(i, j) = Laser_SG(i, j).
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Figure 4.6  Initial labeling process

To understand the operation “Label Laser_CCL”, consider Figure 4.5.  This figure
illustrates how the four-neighbor connected component labeling algorithm used in this
research works.  Suppose Laser_SG(i, j), point 5 in Figure 4.5(a), is the current too thin
point that is being analyzed.  Since this is a four-neighbor connected component labeling
algorithm, only four of the eight possible neighboring points are considered when
assigning this pixel connected component label (Figure 4.5(b)).  The four neighboring
points used are the upper, lower, left and right neighbors of the point under consideration.
Since the labeling process is performed from left to right and from top to bottom, the
upper neighbor, Laser_SG(i-1, j), (point 2 in Figure 4.5(c)), and the left neighbor,
Laser(i, j-1), (point 4 in Figure 4.5(c)), will have already been assigned labels by the
algorithm at the time the current point, Laser(i, j), (point 5 in Figure 4.5(c)), is reached.
Hence, only three cases need to be considered when assigning a connected component
label to Laser(i, j), (point 5 in Figure 4.5(c)).  These cases correspond to the possible
labelings of the left point, Laser(i, j-1), (point 4), and the upper point, Laser_SG(i-1, j),
(point 2).  The possible labeling assignments for the center, Laser(i, j), too thin point are:

1. If both the left neighbor (point 4) and the upper neighbor (point 2) are thick
enough, then the current too thin point should be assigned a new label
number, i.e., it is possibly the first point in a new connected component
grouping label.

2. If either the left neighbor (point 4) or the upper neighbor (point 2) has a
connected component grouping label, then the current too thin point should be
assigned this grouping label. (This is illustrated in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b).  In
Figure 4.6(a), Laser_SG(i-1, j) = clear wood while Laser_SG(i, j-1) =
potential defect.  So, Laser_CCL(i, j) = Laser_CCL(i, j-1) =1.  In Figure
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4.6(b), Laser_SG(i-1, j) = potential defect while Laser_SG(i, j-1) = clear
wood.  So, Laser_CCL(i, j) = Laser_CCL(i-1, j) = 1.)

3. If both the left neighbor (point 4) and the upper neighbor (point 2) have been
assigned connected component grouping labels, these labels may be either the
same or different.  If these labels are the same, this connected component
grouping label should be assigned to the current too thin point.  If these labels
are different, then the current too thin point can be assigned either of these
labels.  (An additional pass is needed to rectify this ambiguity.)

If two different connected component grouping labels that have been assigned to
the left neighbor (point 4) and the upper neighbor (point 2), these two labels maybe the
same potential defect grouping.  An example of when two different connected component
labels have been assigned to the same potential defect grouping is shown in Figure 4.6(c).
In this figure, both Laser_SG(i-1, j), and Laser_SG(i, j-1) equal potential defect but
Laser_CCL(i-1, j) = 1 while Laser_CCL(i, j-1) = 2.  It should be very clear that pixels
having label 1 and those having label 2 are part of the same potential defect that is
connected together at current point (i, j).  What needs to be recorded is that label 1 and
label 2 are both part of the same potential defect.  To simplify the labeling process, the
smaller label will be the one chosen to represent the complete potential defect group after
a second pass through Laser_CCL is performed.  Root(label 2) is used to record the
smaller label identifier of the potential defect.  This will allow those points labeled label 2
to be labeled label 1 since root(2) = 1.  The process of merging these labels that belong to
the same potential defect will not be done until the entire first past has been complete.
Doing so can save a good deal of processing time since more blocks may be found that
belong to the same potential defect.  This is shown in Figure 4.6(d).  In this example three
differently labeled connected components converge to the same point and hence all three
labels represent the same potential defect grouping.  In this example, root(2) = 1 and
root(3) = 2 are recorded.  All three labels represent the same potential defect.

After recording all the potential defect groupings found on the first pass, the
system must merge all of the blocks that belong to the same potential defect.  This is
achieved by labeling all of the potential defect points with the smallest label that
represents the potential defect.  In the examples shown in Figure 4.6(c) and (d), labels 3
and 2 should be replaced by label 1.  The procedure employed on the connected
component labeling operation’s second pass is as follows:

For i = 0 to Length
For j = 0 to Width

If Laser_SG(i, j) = potential defect then
Label = Laser_CCL(i, j)
While (root(Label) ≠ Label)

Label = root(Label)
Laser_CCL(i, j) = Label
Label_count(Label) = Label_count(Label) + 1.

The purpose of the last operation is to count the number of points of each potential defect
area.
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The above four-neighbor connected component labeling procedure is usually
called the four-connectedness algorithm.  As might be supposed, there exists another type
of connected component labeling method:  the eight-neighbor method.  The other method
is also called the eight-connectedness algorithm ([BEL92a]).  The four-connectedness
method considers only four neighbors when assigning a label to a point.  The eight-
connectedness procedure checks all eight possible neighbors of a point.  As such, the
eight-connectedness method is much more computationally complex.  This was one of
the reasons why the four-connectedness process was selected for this study.  The other
reason for selecting this connected component labeling algorithm is that experiments
conducted by both Cho ([CHO92]) and Xiao ([XIA96a]) have demonstrated that eight-
connectedness offers little improvement over four-connectedness because of the
resolution of imagery that is being used in this study.  There is little difference because
there is significant spatial resolution.  The difference between four-connectedness and
eight-connectedness will only be substantial when spatial resolution is marginal.

4.2.4 Small Area Elimination and Merging

Unfortunately, the segmented image typically contains many small, meaningless
areas due to both the rough surface of the boards and the noise that exists in the laser
profile images.  It can be clearly seen in Figure 4.4(b) that there are a lot of salt and
pepper noise areas.  Reducing the number of defect areas can markedly decrease the
computation time needed to compute an edging and trimming solution.  This fact is very
important since industrially useful edging and trimming automation system must be able
to make these decisions in real-time.  

The goal of the small area elimination and merging processing is to determine
whether an area containing only one point on the image results from noise or not.  If this
single area is completely surrounded by points that are thick enough then the point
defining this area is probably a noise point and should be eliminated.  If there is a
potential defect grouping very close to this point, then this point is probably not a noise
point but rather part of this potential defect group.  As such, this point should be merged
with this very close potential defect group, i.e., assigned the same label of this group.
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Figure 4.7  Small area elimination

To do the small area elimination and merging, each area containing only one point
must be identified and examined.  Identifying such areas can be accomplished fairly
easily because the initial labeling process has already counted the number of points in
each potential defect area, Laser_count.  The purpose of this operation is to go through
the whole image represented by Laser_CCL and check only those potential defects with
an area size of one.  After an area containing only one point is identified, i.e.
Laser_count(i) = 1, it is examined to determine whether this area is a noise point or
should be merged with another potential defect grouping.  If it is decided that this point is
a noise point, it will be assigned with label clear wood.  Otherwise, this point will be
merged with neighboring potential defect grouping, the one whose thickness is closest to
the height of this point.

Figure 4.7 illustrates how this process works.  Suppose in Figure 4.7(a) that the
point under consideration is Laser(i, j).  Let Laser(i, j) be represented by point 5 in Figure
4.7(a).   For Laser(i, j) to be under consideration,  Laser_count(Laser_CCL(i, j)) must
equal 1 since this processing only involves potential defect areas of area 1.  Note that
Laser_CCL(i, j) is the connected component label, i.e., potential defect label, that has
been assigned to Laser(i, j).  Since a four-connected component labeling method was
used to assign the label Laser_CCL(i, j) to Laser(i, j), four out of the eight possible
neighbors of Laser(i, j) were already checked when the label Laser_CCL(i, j) was
assigned to Laser(i, j).  For Laser(i, j) to be a connected component of area one, each of
the four neighbors that were checked must have all been labeled thick enough.
Consequently, for the small area elimination operation, the other four neighbors of
Laser(i, j) are checked.  These neighbors are the ones shown in Figure 4.7(b).
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If none of these neighbors is a member of a potential defect grouping then
Laser_CCL(i, j) is changed from whatever connected component label number it had to
the label clear wood.  If any one or more of these four neighbors is a member of a
connected component representing a potential defect grouping, the difference in height
between Laser(i, j), point 5 in Figure 4.7(b), and each of the four neighbors shown in
Figure 4.7(b) is computed.  The label of the neighbor with the smallest difference in
height value to Laser(i, j) will be the one that is assigned to Laser_CCL(i, j).  Note that
this label might be clear wood or the label of another connected component.  If this
neighbor is a member of another connected component, i.e., another potential defect
grouping, this process will effectively merge Laser(i, j) into this other potential defect
grouping.  Otherwise, it will be labeled as thick enough, clear wood.  This process is
continued until no connected components with area size equal to one exists.  At the end
of this operation, a new image matrix will be generated.  It is called Laser_SEM and
Laser_SEM(i, j) ∈ { background, clear wood, 1, 2, …, m} where m < n .

Note that the above process is not the most computationally simple method for
implementing this small area elimination and merging algorithm.  A computationally
simpler approach would be to employ minimum inscribing rectangles to give the
approximate location of each connected component.  While this method markedly
reduces the computation time needed to do the processing, this method is much more
difficult to implement.  Since the research reported here is exploratory in nature, it was
decided that the more straightforward method would be used even at the cost of
computational complexity.

Figure 4.8(b) gives an example of small area elimination and merging works.  It
can be seen in the figure that most of the salt and pepper noise areas appearing in Figure
4.8(a) have been eliminated by this procedure.  The number of areas has been reduced
from 517 to 34.  This is a significant reduction.  Only a small number of areas have to
input into the next processing operation.

4.3 B/W Image Processing

This section describes the algorithms used for B/W image processing.  After the
B/W image is collected by the hardware described in the last chapter, it is stored in
computer memory as a matrix just like the laser profile image.  The B/W image is called
BW(i, j) where each point 0 ≤ BW(i, j) ≤ 255 represents the gray level of the point in row i
and column j.  The first operation performed on this image is the background extraction.
It is followed by image registration and masking, an operation that uses the defect
information extracted from laser image to simplify the processing of B/W image.  A new
image matrix, BW_Mask will be generated that contains all the board imagery that is used
for further processing.  The next step is image segmentation, an operation that extracts
potential defect areas.   The segmented image, BW_SG, is generated by this operation.
This segmented image identifies areas that are potential defects.  The segmentation is
followed by a connected component labeling operation that groups points that represent
the same potential defect together by assigning them all the same label.  This process
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assigns each distinct potential defect area a different connected component label, and it
counts the number of potential defects that have been found.  The results of the connected
component labeling processing are stored in BW_CCL.  Just as with the processing of the
laser profile image, the last processing operation performed on the B/W image is small
area elimination and merging.  The matrix BW_SEM is used to store the processing
results that were obtained from the B/W image.
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Figure 4.8  (a) A segmented laser profile image.  (b)  The results obtained after

small area elimination and merging
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4.3.1 Background Extraction

The first processing operation performed on the B/W image, BW(i, j), is
background extraction, a process that differentiates pixels of board from pixels of
background.  The image matrix BW_BE is used to store the results of this processing
where for all (i, j ), BW_BE(i, j)∈{ background, board}.  This operation is performed in
the same manner as was used to do background extraction on the laser profile image,
Laser(i, j ).  Here the variable BW_BG denote the average value gray level of the top two
rows of the B/W image, BW(i, j ), and it is calculated as follows:
Sum = 0
For i = 1 to 2

For j = 0 to Width
Sum =  Sum + BW(i, j)

BW_BG = Sum / (2 × Width)

The threshold used for B/W image background extraction is defined as:
BW_BG_thresh = BW_BG + BW_BG_offset

where BW_BG_offset is employed for the same reasons that Laser_BG_offset was used
for in the processing of the laser profile image.  The test conditions used to locate the
board surface is as follows:

m = 0
left = Width
While ( (m < Width) AND (left = Width) )

If (BW(i, m) ≥ BW_SG_thresh AND BW(i, m+1) ≥ BW_SG_thresh AND
BW(i, m+2) ≥ BW_SG_thresh) then
BW_BE(i, m) = board
left = m

Else     BW_BE(i, m) = background
m = m + 1.

The same is true for the right boundary point.
n = Width
right = 0
While ( (n > 0) AND (right = 0) )

If (BW(i, n) ≥ BW_SG_thresh AND BW(i, n-1) ≥ BW_SG_thresh AND
BW(i, n-2) ≥ BW_SG_thresh) then
BW_BE(i, n) = board
right = n

Else     BW_BE(i, m) = background
n = n - 1.

For j = left to right
BW_BE(i, j) = board
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9  (a) The B/W image of a board.  (b) The results of processing this

image using the background extraction algorithm.  The black pixels are the ones the

algorithm believes are from the board.
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Figure 4.10  Image registration

Applying this algorithm to the B/W image shown in Figure 3.2 gives the results
shown in Figure 4.9.  As can easily be observed the detected outline closely matches the
actual outline.  The only problem happens in the middle of the board.  There is a knot that
is mislabeled as background.  This mistake happens due to the dark color of the knot.
The problem will be taken care of in the big defect masking process and the procedure for
doing so will be explained in the section that describes this processing step.

4.3.2 Image Registration

The second processing step applied to the B/W images is an image registration
algorithm.  The purpose of this step is to spatially register the B/W image with the laser
profile image so that the (i, j)th element of the laser profile image corresponds to the same
area of the board as does the (i, j)th element of the B/W image.

This registration is accomplished by matching the upper left corner of the board in
both images.  This matching is achieved by taking advantage of the configuration of the
prototype.  As the board goes through the system, it is held tightly by spring rollers so
that the board runs close to a fence.  If the board does not zigzag through the system, then
the easily-found, upper left hand corner of the board can be used as the reference mark
for registering laser profile and B/W images.  According to experiments that were
performed, the maximum shift that any board experienced caused by zigzaging is a 3
points shift.  With the cross board resolution of 32 point/inch, the physical shift is

3× 1/32 ≈ 1/10 inch.
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Compared with the board width of 4 inches or more, this shift error should not affect the
quality of edging and trimming solutions that are generated.

The registration can be accomplished once the board outlines in both the laser
profile image and the B/W image have been found.  Figure 4.10 illustrates both the
purpose of the registration as well as indicating how it can be accomplished.  As this
figure indicates, the goal of this processing is to appropriately adjust the B/W image so
that the laser profile image is laid perfectly on the top of a B/W image with each (i, j)
point in each image corresponding to the same area of the board.

Note that after background extraction all the points, (i, j), in BW_BE have been
defined and are such that BW_BE(i, j) ∈ { background, board}.  Also at this stage of
processing all the points, (i, j) in Laser_SEM have been defined and are such that
Laser_SEM(i, j) ∈ { background, clear wood, 1, 2, … , m}.  That Laser_SEM identifies
all the areas of the board that are too thin and defines the spatial extent of each of these
too thin areas.

To register the laser profile image and the B/W image, Laser_SEM and BW_BE
are used.  Each of these images is processed to find the upper left corner of the board
appearing in each.  This processing is very simple.  It starts by examining the first row
and first column in each image.  The search proceeds from left-to-right and from top-to-
bottom.  The purpose of the search is to identify the first (i, j) in each of these images
such that for laser profile image, Laser_SEM(i, j) ≠ background, and for the B/W image,
BW_BE(i, j) ≠ background.  Let the upper-left hand corner of the board in the B/W image
to be (l, k), where this point is the first encountered such that BW_BE(l, k) ≠ background,
and that the upper-left hand corner of the board in the laser profile image is (l’ , k’), where
this point is the first encountered such that Laser_SEM(l’ , k’) ≠ background.  Then, each
point BW_BE(i-l , k-j) in the B/W image corresponds to the same place on the board as
does point Laser_SEM(i’-l’ , k’- j’ ) in the laser profile image.  Let BW_Reg be the
registered B/W image such that BW_Reg(i, j) corresponds to the same board point as
Laser_SEM(i, j).

This registration method is not very robust.  However, on a commercial system
one should not have to be concerned with image registration since the data collection
hardware for both the B/W camera and laser profiling system would be run off the same
clock and the speed of board flow would be carefully controlled.  Hence, registration
should only involve a subtraction of a constant from the j coordinate from either the laser
profile image or the B/W image.  As such not much time was spent on developing the
above described registration algorithm.  Though not robust, it represents the most
straightforward method that could be used and allowed more effort be spent on the more
demanding components of the image processing system.

Since the registration algorithm is admittedly not very robust, the boards to be
used to test the system were all carefully selected to ensure that none of them contained
wane on both their ends.  Then, when these boards were scanned, they were fed into the
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system so that the end without wane was fed first.  This ensured that this registration
algorithm would work satisfactorily for this feasibility study.

4.3.3 Big Defect Masking

The segmentation method used on B/W images is similar to method used on the
laser profile images in that both employ a histogram-based segmentation.  One reason for
using a histogram-based approach to segment the B/W images of green rough hardwood
lumber is based on the work reported by Cho and Xiao ([CHO92a] [XIA96a]).  Both of
these individuals were attempting to development computer vision systems for the
analysis of dry surfaced lumber.  The systems they developed both used histogram based
approaches to segmentation.  The segmentation results reported were very good.  And
while the green rough lumber problem is certainly more difficult than the one these
researchers were involved in, their results clearly indicate that a histogram based
segmentation method represents at least a good starting point for the green rough lumber
problem.

Because the lumber to be edged and trimmed is both rough and green, the gray
levels of the clear wood of the board are close in value to the gray levels of defects.
Also, in rough lumber boards some defect areas are so large that these areas contribute
significantly to the gray level histogram of the board surface.  This is particularly true for
wane.  Areas of wane can be quite large on rough lumber.  Consequently, if a histogram
is constructed from all the points of the board surface, the effects of the large defects on
the histogram will obscure those of the smaller potential defects.  As a result, it is
difficult to accurately detect and find the size of the smaller potential defects.

A way to partially address this problem is to remove those defects already found
in the laser profile image from further consideration by not using B/W points from these
defective areas to compute the histogram.  To accomplish this purpose, a masking
operation is employed.  The procedures for doing the masking operation are as follows:
For i = 0 to Length

For j = 0 to Width
        If (Laser_SEM(i, j) ≠ clear wood AND Laser_SEM(i, j) ≠ background ) then

BW_Mask(i, j) = background
        Else If (Laser_SEM(i, j) = board AND BG_Reg(i, j) = background) then

BW_Mask(i, j) = potential defect
    Else BG_Mask(i, j) = BG_Reg(i, j)
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Figure 4.11  (a) The original B/W image of a board.  (b) The results obtained from

the processing of the laser profile images.  (c) The results of masking the operation.
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Masked points in the B/W are marked as background.  Once these B/W points are
labeled as background, the B/W image segmentation scheme will ignore them.  This
operation also takes care of those potential defect areas that were undetected by B/W
image processing because of their dark color.  A good example of this is the knot shown
in Figure 4.9(b).  It was labeled as board by the laser image processing because the knot
has the same thickness as clear wood.  By combining the information from both the laser
profiling and B/W images through this masking operation, this part of the board will be
labeled as potential defect and will contribute to the edging and trimming decision-
making process.

Example results of the masking operation are shown in Figure 4.11.  Part (a) of
this figure shows the original B/W image of a board.  Part (b) shows the processing
results that were obtained from the laser profile image of this same board.  Part (c) shows
the results obtained from the masking operations.  Here the background pixels are shown
in black.  If one looks carefully at the right hand sides of the images in Parts (a) and (c),
one can observe that some of the wane areas have been removed from consideration
because these areas were marked as background during defect masking.

4.3.4 Local Segmentation

A histogram-based thresholding segmentation method is used to segment the B/W
image.  The reason for selecting this type of approach is because of the research work
that was performed by Cho and Xiao ([CHO92a] [XIA96a]).  They used a histogram-
based segmentation method to segment B/W images of surfaced lumbers.  The results
they obtained were seemingly very good.  Obviously, the segmentation of green rough
boards is arguably more complicated than the segmentation of dry surfaced material.
However, their results suggested to the author that this approach represented the most
reasonable starting point from which to begin the development.

Unlike the histograms of laser profile image data, the gray level histograms of
B/W images of green rough boards frequently have multiple peaks appearing in the data,
that is, different potential defects may group together at different gray values and form
several peaks in the histogram.  Since the intensity differences between defects and clear
wood on green lumber is much less pronounced than on dried material, the peaks
representing the defects are very close to the peak representing clear wood.  Finally as
with dried material there is almost always a low frequency intensity variation along the
length of a board.  This intensity variation is such that the intensity of clear wood at one
end of the board might be about the same as knot or other grading defects at the other end
of the board.  This low frequency variation does not pose much of a problem in the
segmentation of dry lumber since there is typically so much intensity variation between
defects and clear wood.  But it posses a very real problem in the analysis of green rough
lumber.  This variation can and does cause the defects to be merged into the clear wood
peak making it difficult if not impossible to find a meaningful threshold value to use for
the segmentation.
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The technique that is used here to overcome these problems is to use a local
thresholding rather than global thresholding.  Using a local threshold helps combat the
effects of low frequency intensity variations that usually occur in wood.  Note that local
thresholding has been used by a number of researchers ([HAV93a] [CHE91a]) on a
variety of applications and has been demonstrated on a number of these applications to
give very good results.

In local thresholding, the original image is partitioned into number of small sub-
images, and a threshold is dynamically determined for each of these sub-images.  The
number of sub-images used is a function of the length of the board.  If the sub-images are
too big, i.e., too long, then the advantages of the local thresholding will be lost.
However, the sub-images cannot be too short either, because to do accurate segmentation
one must assume that at least 50 percent of the board surface appearing in each sub-
image must be clear wood.  If, for example, the potential defect area is too large in one
sub-image, then one cannot reasonably tell which area is the clear wood area and which is
the defect area.

After a good deal of experimentation, it was decided that the length of each sub-
image should be approximately 2 feet long.  Inside each sub-image of this length, the low
frequency variation is not large because the part of the board being represented by the
sub-image is not long.  This means that the pixels of defects will typically have gray
levels that are not part of the clear wood peak.  This will provides more sensitivity to the
histogram and makes it easier to determine the threshold that should be used to
differentiate between clear wood and defects.  After the processing of each sub-image,
the segmentation results obtained from each of the sub-image are combined to create the
segmented image of the entire board.

There are some disadvantages in using locally derived thresholds for doing
segmentation.  If an original image is partitioned into n sub-images, then the histogram of
each sub-image must be analyzed in order to determine a threshold.  Hence, the total time
complexity of the local thresholding method would be approximately n times the time
complexity if only a single threshold were used.  However, the advantage of using local
thresholding is that there are some images that can not be adequately segmented using a
global thresholding approach.  Results on these images are just too poor.  These images
can be adequately segmented using local thresholding.  

An example of the relative capabilities obtained from a globally computed
threshold versus locally computed thresholds is shown in Figure 4.12.   The original B/W
image of a board is shown in Part (a) of the figure.  The version of this image,
B/W_Mask, that is input into the segmentation algorithm is shown in Part (b).  Note
B/W_Mask is the image produced by labeling the defects found in the laser image as
background in this image.  The segmented image produced using a globally computed
threshold is shown in Figure 4.12(c).  The segmented image produced using locally
computed thresholds is shown in Figure 4.12(d).  In Part (a) one can clearly see that there
is a knot located in the middle of the board.  Both segmentation detect this know as will
be observed in Parts (c) and (d).
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Also observe that there is a knot along the left boundary about 1/3 the way up the
board.  Note that in both the segmented images, Parts (c) and (d), this knot has been
labeled as background.  This because the boundary extraction program mistakenly
thought that the pixels of this knot were part of the background.  This can be taken care
of by the method introduced in section 4.3.3.  As that process was not applied here, the
knot is still showing as background in the image.

The big different between results obtained from the two segmentation methods is
the one processed using locally computed thresholds has found the rather large defect in
the upper right corner of the board while the segmentation based on the globally
computed threshold has not.  Finding this defect is very important when it comes to
making the edging and trimming decisions.  The edging and trimming decision may leave
the top part on the board untouched or cut a small part of it off the board if only the small
too thin area was detected.  Magnified views of the top parts of both segmented images
are shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14.  Note that this is only one of many examples that
show that locally computed thresholds produce much better segmentation results than
globally computed ones.
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(a) (b) (d)(c)

Figure 4.12  Comparison of local and global thresholding methods.  (a) The
original B/W image  (b) The masked image  (c) Results obtained using global

segmentation  (d) Results obtained from local segmentation
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Figure 4.13  Magnified version of the upper part of Part (d) of Figure 4.12.

               
Figure 4.14  Magnified version of the upper part of Part (c) of Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.15  A gray level histogram computed from the pixels believed to come

from the board surface in a sub-image.

 The segmentation begins by partitioning the masked B/W image of the whole
board, BW_Mask into n sub-images.  Then, a gray level histogram is computed from each
sub-image using only those pixels that are believed to be of the board surface, i.e., no
pixels labeled background are used.  Let Hist denote one of these histograms, and Hist(k)
be the value of the histogram for gray level k.  Next, a Gaussian smoothing operation
([SHI87]) is performed on this histogram in an identical manner that was done to smooth
the laser profile image (see Section 4.2.2).  Figure 4.15 shows one such histogram prior
to smoothing.  The smoothed result is shown in Figure 4.16.  As one can see the
smoothing operation markedly reduces the noise that appears in the original histogram.
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Figure 4.16  The smoothed histogram that was computed from the histogram in

Figure 4.15

Then two most prominent peaks in the smoothed histogram are located.  The most
prominent peak will be the one whose gray level occurs the most often in the pixels that
represent the board surface in the sub-image.  The second peak may not be the gray level
that occurs the second most often in these pixels.  The reason for this is that the gray level
that occurs second most often might be an immediate neighbor to the most prominent
peak.  As such this gray level would still represent an intensity of clear wood.  Therefore,
the second peak should be defined as the gray level that occurs the most often among
these pixels but it must also be required that this gray level is certain distance away from
the gray level defining first peak.  The minimum gray level distance between the two
peaks, BW_BG_dist, was selected to be 15 based on a number of experiments that were
conducted to determine this value.  Once these two peaks have been found, then the most
conspicuous valley point between these peaks is chosen as the threshold.  This valley
point is defined to be the gray level value between the second and first peaks that occurs
the least frequently among the pixels believed to represent the board surface.

The methods used to find the peaks and the valley point between them is as
follows:
First = 0, Second = 0
For i = 0 to 255

If First < Hist(i) then
First = Hist(i)
Locate(1) = i

For i = 0 to Locate(1)
If Second < Hist(i) then

If ( i < Locate(1) – 15) then
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Second = Hist(i)
Locate(2) = i

Valley = First
For i = Locate(2) to Locate(1)

If Valley < Hist(i) then
Valley = Hist(i)
BG_SG_thresh = i

Locate(1) is the gray scale with the most number of points, Locate(2) is the second peak
in the gray level histogram and BW_SG_thresh is the threshold value that will be used to
segment this sub-image.

As was mentioned earlier, Cho [CHO90a] did a good deal of work on the dried
surface lumber inspection problem.  Part of this work involved developing a thresholding
based segmentation procedure, a procedure that seemingly produced very good results for
dried surface lumber.  Seemingly because of the very promising results Cho’s method
gives, Xiao ([XIA96a]) is doing his research on the inspection of dried surface lumber
attempting to refine the basic approach that was used by Cho.  Both Cho’s and Xiao’s
methods work well on dried surface lumber.  This is because the surface of the boards
they used is clear and there is much less noise in the histograms of their images, i.e., they
used a global thresholding technique and since much more data was used to compute
these histograms, there was much less noise on each histogram.

The very similar segmentation methods used by these two researchers do not give
very good results when applied to green rough hardwood lumber.  For example consider
the result obtained by applying Xiao’s to the board shown in Figure 4.17(a).  This result
is shown in Part (b) of this figure.  Note that the large area of at the top of the board is
labeled as background because it is a too thin area that was identified during the
processing of the laser profile image.  Only those pixels thought to be of board were used
when applied the Xiao’s algorithm.  Observe that his method did not detect many defects
and the only defect that is big enough to contribute to the edging and trimming decision
making is the knot located in the middle of the board.  The results that were obtained
using the segmentation method described here is shown in Figure 4.17(c).  Observe that
this algorithm has found the top defect areas that neighbor the too thin area.  It has also
found two other knots located near the middle of the board.  Also observe in both of these
images that the middle left boundary of the board is labeled as background.  That is
because the background extraction algorithm mistakenly took the dark pixels that are of a
knot for dark background pixels.  This mistake will be corrected during later processing
and these pixels will be correctly labeled as being defect.
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Figure 4.17  Process result with threshold at (b) 51  (c) 119
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39 119 147

Figure 4.18  Histogram for processing result in Figure 4.17(c)

Figure 4.18 shows the histogram of the image.  This histogram is used to
complete the processing of the first sub-image.  The above procedures should be repeated
for each sub-image until the entire image has been processed.  The final step necessary
for the segmentation of the B/W image is the reconstruction of the thresholded sub-
images into one image.  Because the board image was simply cut into small sub-images,
merging them in the correct order (head row to tail row) will combine the sub-images
into one complete board image, BW_SG, which includes the potential defect information.
An example of BW_SG is shown in Figure 4.13.  All the potential defect areas are shown
in the figure including some noise areas.

4.3.5 Connected Component Labeling

The purpose of this operation is to group all the pixels comprising one defect
together by assigning all of them the same label and also to count the number of potential
defects that have been found.  The algorithm used to do this is exactly the same as the
one that was used to perform the same task on the laser profile image, i.e., a four-
connectedness algorithm.  The input to this algorithm is BW_SG, the segmented image,
and the output is a new image matrix, BW_CCL, where for all (i, j), BW_CCL(i, j) ∈
{ background, clear wood, 1, 2, …, p}.  Note that 1, … , p are the labels assigned to the
potential defect areas.

4.3.6 Small Area Elimination and Merging

Just as was the case for the laser profile image, small area elimination and
merging is used to reduce the number of defect areas and eliminate meaningless areas.
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Doing so markedly reduces that time that would be required to compute an edging and
trimming solution.  The algorithm used to perform this operation on the B/W image is the
same that was used on the laser profile image.  The connected component labeled B/W
image, BW_CCL, is used as input.  The output is a new image matrix, BW_SEM,  where
for all (i, j), BW_SEM(i, j)∈ { background, clear wood, 1, 2, 3, …, q}, q < p.

Figure 4.19 gives an example of the results that are obtained by using this
processing.  The number of defect areas has been reduced to 287 from 855.  This is a
significant reduction.  Only a small number of areas have to input to the next processing
operation.  This greatly simplifies the computational complexity of finding an optimal
edging and trimming decision solution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.19  (a) A segmented B/W image of a board.  (b) The results obtained by

applying the small region elimination and merging operation in the image of Part (a).
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4.4. Defect Merging

After defect information is extracted from both the B/W and laser profile images,
the information needs to be combined or merged together.  The inputs for this operation
are BW_SEM and Laser_SEM.  Let m denote the number of different defect areas that
were found in the laser profile image and let q denote the number of different defect areas
that were found in the B/W image.  The merging procedure is as follows:
For i = 0 to Length

For j = 0 to Width
If Laser_SEM(i, j) = background then

Board(i, j) = background
Else if Laser_SEM(i, j) = clear wood then

If BW_SEM(i, j) = clear wood then
Board(i, j) = clear wood

Else Board(i, j) = BW_SEM(i, j) + m
        Else Board (i, j) = Laser_SEM(i, j)

After applying this algorithm the m distinct defect areas found in the laser profile image
will have labels 1 through m while q distinct defect areas found in the B/W image will
have labels ranging from m + 1 to m + q.  The defect information to be inputted to the
edging and trimming decision making software is stored in Board.

4.5 Summary

This chapter has described the image processing algorithms used to extract
necessary features needed for computing an edging and trimming solution.  These
processing algorithms operate on both the laser profile and B/W images after they have
been collected and stored in computer memory using the hardware described in the last
chapter.  The algorithms used to process the laser profile image processing were
described in some detail.  The algorithms include a background extraction procedure, a
segmentation procedure, a connected component labeling procedure, and a small area
elimination and merging procedure.  Detailed information about the processing
operations performed on the B/W image was also given.  Special consideration was given
to registration and local segmentation.  These two algorithms are not applied to laser
profile image.  The method used to merge defect information extracted from both images
was described.  It creates the final representation that would be inputted into a program
for computing optimal edging and trimming solutions.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Results

This chapter describes the experiments that were performed to test the hardware
and software components described in the previous two chapters.  These experiments
were severely limited by three factors over which the author had little or no control.  The
first limitation was that only one camera was operational on the laser profiling system.
This restricted the widths that could be examined to only four inches.  However, it can be
argued that if the system can accurately examine narrow boards, it should also be able to
examine wider boards without much modification.  The second limitation was the limited
amount of lumber that was made available for the test due to the cost of the lumber.  The
cost of the test materials together with the problems with the imaging prototype
combined to limit the experiments to 18 test samples.  The third, and perhaps the most
significant limitation, was that the software needed to make the edging and trimming
decisions was not operational.  The edging and trimming decisions will be made based on
the defect information provided by the previously described components.  Hence, the
results cannot be stated in terms of real value gains but rather only in a relatively
qualitative evaluation of the quality of the location and identification results that were
obtained.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Red oak is considered by most researchers to be the most difficult type of
hardwood to inspect ([BON98a]).  Hence, if one can successfully inspect red oak, one
should be able to apply the same system to other types of hardwoods with little or no
modifications.  This was the motivation for selecting red oak lumber for the experiments
that were to be conducted.

Altogether, only 18 red oak boards were analyzed.  No more boards were used
because of budget and time restrictions.  Although the number of boards is not large,
these board samples were carefully selected from a mill in Blacksburg, VA.  Using a
plant near the test facility guaranteed that the boards would still be green when scanned.
Only those boards that had many major defects were picked.  The reason for spending
time picking these boards was that this type of material poses the greatest problem for the
algorithms described in the last chapter.  Consequently, even though only a few samples
were used, it can be argued that the results obtained were more reflective of the actual
performance of the system than the limited number of test samples would suggest.

Because the prototype system was not fully developed at the time of testing, all
boards were restricted to be no wider than 4 inches in width.  This was because the laser
profiling subsystem had only one functioning channel.  The width of the field of view of
one laser array camera was 4 inches.  The length of the boards was not restricted.  On the
day the samples were collected, the mill was cutting all the boards so that they would be
one inch thick:  the thickness the prototype had been set up to handle.
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Detected as
Defect

Missed and Important for
edging and trimming

Total
Defects

Wane 30 1 31

Knot 9 3 12

Hole 5 0 5

Other Defect 2 0 2

Clear wood 2 0 2

Total 45 4 52

Table 5.1  Differentiation of clear wood and major defects

5.2 Performance Evaluation

The performance of the vision system under development was evaluated using
image data based on the 18 carefully selected green rough red oak boards.  These results
were then compared to the results obtained using a standard manual identification
process.  An example of some of the processing results was given in last chapter.   No
other image processing examples such as those given in the last chapter will be presented
here because the original images were not accessible at the time the thesis was written.

Table 5.1 shows the system’s ability to differentiate clear wood from major
defects.  It can be seen that the wane detection module was successful in detecting wane
in the laser profile images.  One wane was not detected due to the fact that it had bark on
it and was the same thickness as the board.  The bark was left on the board for some
unknown reason.  As will be remembered from Chapter 2, one of the first processing
steps at a sawmill is to debark logs so that the bark will not dull the blade of the headrig.
In all two boards out of 18 had bark on them.  The processing of the B/W images was
able to find knots and other major defects, although it did not specifically identify them.
As explained earlier, locating these major defects without specifically identifying them
still allows good edging and trimming decision to be made.
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As will be noted in this table, on some occasions clear wood areas are identified
as being a defect.   The primary reason for this is that clear wood and defects in green
rough hardwood have very similar gray levels.  Consequently, if one is to detect most of
the defects the threshold that must be selected will also sometimes call clear wood areas
defect.  Among the clear wood areas that were mistakenly detected as defects, only two
were large enough to affect the results of an edging and trimming operation.  In all other
cases the clear wood regions identified as being defects were too small to be counted by
the NHLA as a grading defect.

According to previous research ([REG92a]) shown in Table 1.1 (as described in
the first two chapters), the output value could be increased significantly if one can locate
and size all defects and identify places that are “too thin.”  The output value that such a
procedure would give could be as high 95 percent of the optimum value.  This system
reported here accurately detected wane on all boards but one.  The system was also able
to correctly locate and size 16 out of 19 other defects.  Given that the purposed system
did not yield perfect results the value this system could actually obtain will necessarily be
less than this 95 percent figure.  The value that this system could obtain is also somewhat
limited by the fact that clear wood is sometimes called defect.  But it is felt that the
accuracy this system did display should provide sawmillers with at least a 10 percent
increase over what they are currently getting.

5.3 Discussion

The research described in this thesis is aimed at developing a computer vision
system to be used as part of an automated rough lumber edging and trimming system.
The purpose of the computer vision system is to locate and size the large grading defects
and to identify which of those defects represent areas of the board that are too thin.  The
current system uses both laser and B/W images to detect the major defects required for
making edging and trimming decisions.  The output of this vision system can be used as
input for programs that would compute the edging and trimming solution.  The system
has been tested on a number of red oak boards.  The results given in this chapter
demonstrate that this prototype can be used for extracting necessary information that will
improve both the performance of edging and trimming and provide an increase in profits
for sawmillers.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research

Improvement in sawmill profit through better raw material utilization is a topic
that has often been discussed by wood industry researchers.  In the lumber manufacturing
process, the edging and trimming operations have been identified as an opportune area
for greatly increasing lumber dollar values.  The results of previous studies ([REG92a])
show the benefits that could be obtained by improving these two operations.

This thesis has presented the progress that has been made on creating a vision
system for locating and sizing grading defects and determining which of these defects
represents areas of the boards that are too thin.  The development of this vision system
uses both laser profile images and B/W gray scale images.  The results obtained from this
computer vision system were reported and analyzed.  This analysis suggests that the
system works well enough to help sawmillers to improve the value of lumber they can
obtain from a given volume of raw material.  It is argued that a 10 percent increase might
be possible.

Based on the experimental results that were presented in the last chapter, it is
believed that a real-time edging and trimming system can be created.  The experiments
also show that such a system could possibly obtain more than 90 percent of the
theoretically optimum output value.  Such system should greatly benefit hardwood
sawmillers.

This research has a number of limitations, and further research needs to be
conducted to address these limitation.  It is suggested that future research should be
directed toward the following:

1)  Collecting additional data to verify the performance of the system proposed
here.

2)  Adjusting the values of Laser_BG_offset, BW_BG_offset and Hist_offset that
are necessary for background extraction and segmentation based on further
experimentation on other samples.

3)  Using minimum inscribing rectangles to locate potential defect areas after the
connected component labeling operation.

4)  Developing methods merge and/or eliminate regions that contain more than
one pixel.  These new methods should be able to combine defect areas that are
split in the initial labeling and merge these split regions into one defect.  This
would markedly reduce the computational complexity of finding optimal
edging and trimming solutions.
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Appendix
Objects that have been designed

readfromfile: read in an elas format image file
savetofile: save an image to an elas file
get_histogram: generate a histogram of the image
save_histogram: save the histogram to file hist.img
cut_bg: get the background and board information
thresh_laser: do the thresholding for the laser image
shield: mask the B/W image with the detected laser image
thresh_color threshold the B/W image
label_image label the thresholded laser image
label_color label the thresholded B/W image
laser_del_smallregion: small region elimination and merging for images
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